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Abstract
Privacy Flag combines crowd sourcing, ICT technology and legal expertise to protect citizen
privacy when visiting websites, using smart-phone applications, or living in a smart city. It
will enable citizens to monitor and control their privacy with a user friendly solution
provided as a smart phone application, a web browser add-on and a public website. It will:

1. Develop a highly scalable privacy monitoring and protection solution with:
- Crowd sourcing mechanisms to identify, monitor and assess privacy-related risks;
- Privacy monitoring agents to identify suspicious activities and application;
- Universal Privacy Risk Area Assessment Tool and methodology tailored on European
norms on personal data protection;
- Personal Data Valuation mechanism;
- Privacy enablers against traffic monitoring and finger printing;
- User friendly interface informing on the privacy risks when using an application or
website.
2. Develop a global knowledge database of identified privacy risks, together with online
services to support companies and other stakeholders in becoming privacy-friendly,
including:
- In-depth privacy risk analytical tool and services;
- Voluntary legally binding mechanism for companies located outside Europe to align with
and abide to European standards in terms of personal data protection;
- Services for companies interested in being privacy friendly;
- Labelling and certification process.
3. Collaborate with standardization bodies and actively disseminate towards the public and
specialized communities, such as ICT lawyers, policy makers and academics. Eleven (-11-)
European partners, including SMEs and a large telco operator (OTE), bring their
complementary technical, legal, societal and business expertise; Privacy Flag intends to
establish strong links with standardization bodies and international fora and it also intends
to assess and incorporate outcomes from over 20 related research projects. It will build and
ensure a long term sustainability and growth.
.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this deliverable is to present an initial plan for the testing of the Privacy Flag
platform’s modules and the integrated platform, as well as about end-user evaluation. These
modules are the “output” of WP4 (“Technical Enablers”) effort, whose development is still in
progress during the composition of this deliverable. The focus of this deliverable is upon WP5
(“Integration, test and validation”) and, more specifically, upon Tasks T5.1 (“Integration and
technical validation”) and T5.2 (“End-user tests and validation”), based on WP4 outputs.
In this document, we present adopted testing methodology, as well as the tests for the
specified Privacy Flag modules/enablers with the goal to evaluate the complete platform. We
then proceed to describe the use cases as well as the module behavior.
Our tests are complemented by end-user feedback and validation. We formed several focus
groups with different backgrounds (both technical and non-technical end-users) in order to
have the first iteration of the Privacy Flag platform evaluation process. The end-user
appreciation and feedback is analyzed in order to optimize the end-user adoption.
The current deliverable is organized as follows:
Section 1 discusses the purpose and scope of the deliverable, namely the goals of WP5, as
well as that of Tasks T5.1 and T5.2.
Section 2 describes adopted testing and validation methodology.
Section 3 presents the use cases for testing of the individual modules as well as their
integration. The definition of use cases has been based on the requirements of these modules.
Section 4 investigates the end-user validation. In particular, we present the main aspects that
were discussed during the focus groups we formed, as well as the feedback received from
both technical and regular end-users perspective.
Finally, Section 5 offers a summary of the key issues discussed in the document.
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1 Introduction
This document presents Deliverable 5.2, which is focused on the initial testing and validation of the
implemented Privacy Flag tools.

1.1 Purpose and scope of WP5
WP5’s goal is handling the testing and integration of the enablers which will be developed within the
other WPs (mostly WP4). WP5 activities include testing, interfacing and integrating the developed
building blocks into the final Privacy Flag platform. These blocks include the database and the server
on which it runs, the website and backend management platforms, as well as the smartphone
application and distributed data agents which collect information, in a distributed fashion, from users’
mobile phones.

1.2 Purpose and scope of T5.1 and T5.2
This deliverable is based, mostly, on the work performed within the scope of Tasks T5.1 and T5.2. Task
5.1 is focused on the integration of all the modules and subsystems of which the platform is composed.
These modules and subsystems, after undergoing separate validation phases, are integrated into the
platform and tested for full functionality and support of the envisaged services. Integration and testing
produced a set of log files as well as reports, which were given as “feedback” to the developers in order
to initiate the second phase of corrections and adaptation for a subsequent final integration round.
The final testing is performed in order to ensure full and correct functionality for the testing phase.
Task 5.2 is focused on end-user tests and validation. It submits the developed tools and the integrated
platform to end-users. The end-user appreciation and feedback is analyzed, in order to optimize the
end-user adoption. This task works in close cooperation with task T6.1 to gain a sufficiently large set
of end-users and beta testers with different cultural and socio-economic backgrounds.

1.3 Purpose and scope of the current document
This deliverable presents the initial testing and validation with respect to Privacy Flag modules and
their integration. This plan is refined taking as a basis the initial plan presented in D5.1 in Y1. This
deliverable is more detailed as the actual modules and functionalities are available.
In this document, we present the adopted testing methodology, as well as the tests for the Privacy Flag
modules/enablers specified, to evaluate the platform and enable integration into the final platform.
We then proceed to describe the use cases as well as the module behavior. Our test is complemented
by forming several technical and end-users’ focus groups for evaluating the Privacy Flag platform.
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2 Methodology and Scheduling
End-users as crowdsourcing contributors represent the “core” of this project. Therefore, the end-user
evaluation strategy in the project is following the Living Labs and the user centric approaches. We will,
in this section, first outline the FormIT methodology1 which is a typical Living Lab2 methodology. FormIT
has been successfully employed in previous EU projects (e.g. USEMP3, EarIT4) which makes it a “good
candidate” for this project. End-user engagement enriches the learning processes and, thus, facilitates
changes in perspective and leads towards innovative design processes. In the later section, we will
present how FormIT is implemented within the project tests when the end-users are needed to carry
out the evaluations.

2.1 FormIT – The Living Lab Methodology
In this chapter, we “outline” the FormIT methodology which will “guide” the end-user evaluations in
PF. The FormIT is a methodology that is developed to suit and support Living Lab activities. This
methodology is inspired by three theoretical streams: Soft Systems Thinking, Appreciative Inquiry, and
NeedFinding. From the first stream, Soft Systems Thinking ([1], [2]), the assumption that changes can
occur only through changes in mental models is utilised. This implies that we need to understand both
our own as well as other stakeholders’ worldviews, and we need to be clear about our interpretations
and the base upon which they are made. The second stream, Appreciative Inquiry [3], has encouraged
us to start the development cycle by identifying different stakeholders’ dreams and visions of how IT
can improve and support the lives of people. This includes a focus on opportunities, related to specific
trends, contexts, or user groups, and on the positive and life-generating experiences of people [4].
This way of thinking is aligned closely with the philosophy behind Soft Systems Thinking, since it also
highlights the importance of people’s thoughts about themselves and the world around in a design
situation. Hence, instead of starting the process by searching for problems to solve in a situation, we
identify “what works well” and use this as a basis for design.
The third stream, NeedFinding, has two different inspirational sources. The NeedFinding concept, as
such, and its motivation finds its origin in a paper by [5]. Patnaik and Becker argue that the main
motivators for the NeedFinding approach are that needs are not influenced highly by trends; hence,
they are more long lasting. The needs generation process, on the other hand, is inspired by [6] and [7].
These authors inspire us to focus on user needs throughout the development process, and to use these
as a “foundation” for the requirement specification.

1
2

For more details see, for example: http://www.lltoolbox.eu/methods-and-tools/methodologies/form-it
Some more general information about the wider context of Living Lab - related information can be found,
inter-alia, at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Living_lab

3 More information about the USEMP project can be found at: http://www.usemp-project.eu/
4 More information about the EAR-IT project can be found at: http://www.ear-it.eu/
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Figure 2-1: FormIT – The Living Lab Methodology

2.1.1 Characteristics of FormIT
Grounded in these three theoretical streams, FormIT enables a focus on possibilities and strengths in
the situation under study; which is fundamentally different from traditional problem-solving
approaches. In our perspective, identifying opportunities is the basis for exploring since needs are
opportunities waiting to be exploited [4]. Hence, FormIT strongly stresses the importance of the first
phase in the concept design cycle, usually referred to as “analyses or requirements engineering”. Since
this phase creates the foundation for the rest of the process, errors here become very hard and
expensive to correct in later stages. This also is the phase in which users can make the strongest
contributions by setting the direction for the design, rather than mainly responding to (half finished)
prototypes. Since users’ needs and requirements can change, as users gain more knowledge and
insights into possible solutions, it is important to re-examine their needs continually and make sure
they correlate to given requirements.
In accordance, the FormIT method is iterative and interaction with users is an understood prerequisite.
The idea is that knowledge increases through iterative interactions between phases and people with
diverse competences and perspectives [8]. In this way, knowledge increases through dialogue among
participants. The idea is that the cross-functional interaction enables the processes of taking
knowledge from one field to another to gain fresh insights, which then facilitates innovative ideas. The
shared understanding of the situation that evolves in this process informs and enriches the learning
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processes and thus facilitates changes in perspective and lead towards innovative design processes.
This, in turn, increases our qualifications to design IT systems that answer to user needs [9].
Each step of the methodology consists of iterative cycles from early idea generation to the actual
commercialization of the product. More details of the methodology is presented in Appendix A.5.

2.2 What will be tested
The current report focuses on evaluating early versions of the platform by the end user. The focus was
to evaluate the complete system with the initial, limited, set of functionality. In this evaluation, the
platform is implemented and functionality is tested together with the core PF concepts as a whole.
Examples of research questions which need to be answered in this report are:






What barriers prevent use of the crowd knowledge-based systems?
Barriers inherent to the System (e.g. slow browsing experience)
Outside barriers (lack of motivation, non-interest, not privacy aware)
What would/could motivate users to start using a system that requires contributions from the
crowd?
Which situations could trigger their usage of tools or similar?

2.2.1 PrivacyFlag Observatory
The PrivacyFlag Observatory [22] is a centralized platform for providing information regarding web
privacy threats. The aim of the PF Observatory is to present to stakeholders, security experts and EU
citizens a clear view of the current state of the adoption of web privacy enhancement technologies.
Each time a PF user visits a website, the distributed agents running in the scope of the PF browser addon and the PF Server, perform a number of automatic checks based on the Top25 threats matrix
created by the PF project to identify possible sources of data leakage risks.
The total trends of the privacy technologies are visualized in the PF Observatory microsite and are
available to any interested party. The significant advantages of the PF Observatory are that it is based
on real – live anonymous crowdsourced data extracted from the PF users’ browsing activities and,
therefore, is much more accurate than the existing alternatives based on the static web indexes or
synthetic web crawlers.
In Section 3.2, we present the required technical tests for the PrivacyFlag Observatory, while Section
4 includes the main outcomes of the end-user evaluation process.

2.2.2 Smartphone application
The Privacy Flag smartphone application allows users to obtain information on potential privacy risks
emanating from the installed applications in their Android-OS powered mobile phones and tablets.
The application informs users whether installed software is considered privacy friendly or not based
on the analysis conducted by the Privacy Flag back-end system, an analysis which includes both input
gathered by technical enablers and by exploiting the power of crowdsourcing data from the end-users
incorporating the UPRAAM methodology.
The scope of the test is the evaluation of the functionalities provided, the ease of use, the
understanding of the applications evaluation and the questionnaire and, finally, the willingness to use
the tool in the future.
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In order for the regular users to be able to smoothly install the app, we gave them instructions as
follows:
1. Download the corresponding apk file and store it in your mobile phone.
2. In the smartphone navigate to Settings -> Security and make user the Unknown sources option
is enabled.
3. Open the apk file you have downloaded and the application will install.
We also present the required steps for using the smartphone application:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open the Privacy Flag application.
Answer the first questions providing your preferences.
Navigate through the main screens.
Click on an application name.
Check the results.
Click the provide evaluation button.
Answer the questions and click submit.

In Section 3.3, we present the required technical tests for the smartphone application, while Section 4
includes the main outcomes of the end-user evaluation process.

2.2.3 Browser add-on
The main functionality of the Privacy Flag web browser add-on is to inform users about the level of
privacy risk when accessing a website through a browser. At the same time, it allows users to provide
their own assessment for a specific website.
The scope of testing is the evaluation of the functionalities provided, the ease of use, the
understanding of the website evaluation and the questionnaire and, finally, the willingness to use the
tool in the future.
In order for the regular users to be able to smoothly install the browser add-on, we gave them
instructions as follows
Below, we present the required steps for installing the browser add-on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download and unzip the add-on file.
In Chrome, open the extension menu.
From the menu select the developer mode (top right button).
Select Load unpacked extensions.
From the menu select the previous unzipped folder.

We also present the required steps for using the browser add-on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visit a website.
Check the icon of the add-on to see a first evaluation of the website.
Open the popup menu to see more info on the website.
Click the evaluate button.
Answer the questions and click submit.

In Section 3.4, we present the required technical tests for the browser add-on, while Section 4 includes
the main outcomes of the end-user evaluation process.
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2.2.4 IoT deployment and privacy
The Privacy Flag IoT evaluation tool allows users to assess IoT deployments in terms of privacy based
on the UPRAAM methodology. The tool gathers crowd responses on the adapted UPRAAM
questionnaire (please see D3.2 and D2.3) in order to provide a uniform evaluation through the Privacy
Flag Observatory. In contrast with the other two tools of Privacy Flag (browser add-on and smartphone
application), evaluation of IoT deployments is done by using only the crowd sourced UPRAAM
evaluation with no automated tests.
The scope of the test is the evaluation of the functionalities provided, the ease of use, the
understanding of the questionnaire and, finally, the willingness to use the tool in the future.
In the next version of the IoT tool (Year 3 of the project) the connection with the Privacy Flag database
will also be tested. Section 4 includes the main outcomes of the end-user evaluation process.

2.2.5 Security and privacy enablers
An enhanced version of the Tor5 client has been developed. This version tunes the route selection of
Tor local proxy so that the selected Tor nodes are only located inside Europe with acceptable
bandwidth capabilities. This enhancement aims to improve the user experience and limit the citizen
traffic (even if it is encrypted) to route beyond the European borders.
To test this enhanced version on Ubuntu6 (Windows is not yet supported), the user must do the
following steps:
1. Install the following packages:
sudo apt-get install tor python python-pip
sudo pip install stem python-geoip-geolite2
2. Download Tor Browser Bundle from www.torproject.com and uncompress it in the home
directory (~/tor-browser_en-US/)
3. Copy PF_Tor folder (in OneDrive) to the home directory (~/PF_Tor/)
4. Run the following commands in separate terminals:
a. tor -f ~/PF_Tor/torrc
 The directory ~/PF_Tor/data should now contain 6 files and the terminal says “[notice]
Bootstrapped 100%: Done”. Keep this terminal open.
b. In a new terminal, run python ~/PF_Tor/go.py – This should show some updates with
the last line says “Circuit initialized, start attaching everything”
c. In a new terminal, start Tor Browser Bundle by running ~/tor-browser_enUS/Browser/start-tor-browser
5. In the Tor Browser, navigate to any website (e.g., https://check.torproject.org) and click on the
green onion icon beside the URL bar. You can see information about the Tor circuit where all
nodes should be within Europe as shown in the below screenshot.

5
6

For a more introductory framework about the wider Tor framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onion_routing as well as www.torproject.com.
For more related information see: https://www.ubuntu.com/.
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6. The user experience should be tested when using this enhanced Tor browser and compared
with that when the standard Tor browser is used.

Figure 2-2: Security and privacy enablers GUI

Since this enabler concerns advanced users and enhancements may not be recognized by the user, we
did not include it in the user testing and validation. Technical testing and measurement will be
explained and presented in Section 3.5 of this deliverable.

2.2.6 Website and backend management platform
The website and backend management platform are based on php7/MySQL8 technology with two
separate backends, one for consortium users used for dissemination purposes and the second for
admin users to enable complementary features for the tools and enablers. The main functionalities of
the backend are the following:


7
8

Question moderation module enables administrator to login and change questions that
appear for the smartphone application and the browser add-on:

For more informative details see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP.
For more informative details see: https://www.mysql.com/.
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o





The list of questions is extracted over the API from a database. Users can change the
existing questions and can also add new questions. When questions are changed,
synchronization is done from the browser add-on/ smartphone app itself.
Website/Smartphone application privacy risk list is a module that shows a list of assessed
website/app and enables administrator to add/remove a specific website/application that is
being showed at the frontend. Administrator could also change the disclaimer popup and
review potential requests for removal of website/smartphone application, if certain conditions
are satisfied.
PrivacyFlag Threat Observatory / Early Warning System (EWS), developed in WP4, enables
the administrator user to evaluate different metrics and to monitor analytics manually from
the PrivacyFlag system.

Since the backend management platform does not concern end-users, we do not include it in the enduser testing and validation. The tests were done as part of internal laboratory technical tests. These
technical testing and measurements will be explained and presented in Section 3.6 of this deliverable.

2.3 The choice of methodology
This study employs a formative evaluation approach trying to understand why an artifact works or not
and what factors are affecting those. In formative evaluation, there are more open questions which
should give rise into understanding whether the project is on the right path [12]. Formative evaluations
are important at early stages of the design, which makes the necessary changes more feasible to
develop. A qualitative method helps formative evaluation and gives value to the life cycle of an artifact
by investigating how well a product works and what experience attributes are associated with the
product. A qualitative approach at this stage is helpful, because it facilitates identification of
weaknesses and areas for improvement for an artifact under development. We believe that tools
under development will make confusions if to be tested from distance, e.g. via questionnaire because
it makes it hard to clarify misunderstandings.
As mentioned before, because at the current stage the backend system is under development and
none of the tools are fully functional, the most appropriate approach at the moment is to employ
smaller number of testers which will give us more detailed feedback. Focus groups, workshops and
interviews deem more appropriate for the qualitative approaches.
In order to build the PF tools on solid grounds of user acceptance, involved partners in WP5 will
conduct focus groups with users. Our main motivation for this method was to be able to explore one
specific theme, user adoption of the PF tools in relation to daily Internet, app and IoT use. The main
objective of the qualitative studies is to get feedback on design. In a setting that stimulated participants
to respond and act on each other’s views, new insights and perspectives were expected to emerge
more easily than in an individual interview setting. Such a strategy would foster more discussion,
allowing new ideas, challenges, problems, solutions etc. to cultivate. Also, a discussion in a group
would challenge the participants to explain and verbalize their views very accurately [11] in order to
get their point across, allowing us to capture the sensitivities and nuances of what they really meant.
In the user evaluation studies we employed a formative evaluation approach trying to understand why
an artefact works or not and what factors are affecting those. This approach gives value to the life
cycle of an artefact by investigating through a qualitative method, with exploration of how well a
product works and what experience attributes are associated with it to address those issues in the next
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round of design and implementation of the Privacy Flag tools. In this approach more “open questions”
were used which served towards understanding of all aspects of the tool use and adoption [12]–[14].
OTE, LTU and UoA performed the end-user evaluations. Each focus group consists of 4-6 test
participants. Each partner distributed the task according to the level of engagement in the task.

2.4 Focus groups design
The themes for each session are explained in this section. As explained before, thematic focus group
studies were conducted. To leave sufficient room for discussion, we opted for semi-structured focus
groups. A script was prepared, mentioning the major topics and some key questions we could ask in
order to spark the discussion. In all of the focus group interviews, we started by general practicalities
such as:
1. Short introduction, practicalities of the session, explaining the voice recording of the session
and the general outline of the focus groups.
2. A chance for the participants to introduce themselves and to explain the motivations behind
the participation.
3. An introduction to the Privacy Flag project + playing PF movie.
The rest of the session were thematic and were structured specific for that theme:

2.4.1 Focus group theme: PF Observatory & Smartphone app
1. An exploration of every-day usage of mobile phone
a. With focus on privacy concerns like what apps they avoid to use, if they read
permissions and what privacy concerns they have with apps.
2. A presentation on PF app tool with background, objectives and general overview of
infrastructure and introduction to the features:
a. Introducing how apps are organized in PF tool.
b. Permissions for each app.
c. How to evaluate an app
i. Introduction to the UPRAAM questionnaire (aims and objectives).
ii. Participants read through UPRAAM questionnaire (app related) and think out
loud about what they understand from each question and what it means to
them and their online privacy.
iii. Discussion on importance of such questionnaire, minimum / maximum
number of questions appropriate, insights for values and barriers to use.
d. Each function presentation was then followed by questions targeted on insights for
values, motivations and barriers to use.
3. Closing PF app evaluation with discussion focused on reflecting upon the values of using PF
app tool.
4. Opening discussion on Observatory tool with introduction of top threats generated by PF
servers.
5. Discussion on clarity, added value and situation which this information might be helpful for
them.
6. Ideas of improvements or changes for all the tools above.
The detailed interview questions are presented in Appendix.
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2.4.2 Focus group theme: Browser add-on
1. Introduction to the browser add-on and each tab
a. Overview.
b. Evaluation.
i. Introduction to the UPRAAM questionnaire (aims and objectives).
ii. Participants read through UPRAAM questionnaire (web site related) and think
out loud about what they understand from each question and what it means
to them and their online privacy.
iii. Discussion on importance of such questionnaire, minimum / maximum
number of questions appropriate, insights for values and barriers to use.
c. Other tab.
d. Each tab is followed by questions regarding understanding privacy risks, usability such
as ease of use and rate web sites, language and the labels.
2. General discussion on privacy awareness gained through PF add-on and their insights for
values, motivations and barriers to use.
3. Ideas for improvement and recommending changes necessary for both UPRAAM
questionnaire and add-on.
The detailed interview questions are presented in Appendix.

2.4.3 Focus group theme: IoT deployment and privacy
1. Opening discussion on IoT deployment assessment with introduction of what is the concept
behind evaluating privacy of smart city sensors.
2. Setting up different scenarios.
a. CCTV cameras, sound detectors, sensors within home devices, etc.
b. Evaluation
i. Introduction to the UPRAAM questionnaire (aims and objectives)
ii. Participants read through UPRAAM questionnaire (IoT related) and think out
loud about what they understand from each question and what it means to
them and their online privacy.
iii. Discussion on importance of such questionnaire, minimum / maximum
number of questions appropriate, insights for values and barriers to use.
c. Finding issues related to privacy of IoT deployments.
3. Discussion on how IoT enabled devices are prone to privacy leaks, situation which they want
to access or get information on sensor’s privacy, insights for values, motivations and barriers
to use.
The detailed interview questions are presented in Appendix.

2.5 End-user recruitments
Based on the FormIT methodology described above, the best approach to involve end-users in tests is
to make them visible throughout the whole project. This aims to strengthen the benefits of the
framework for the citizens. Living Lab activities are based on needs and motivators which will be
identified. Moreover, the result from this will lead the pilot case deployment that engage and motivate
users. The Living Lab approach has resulted positively in previous projects. However, since Living Labs
within this project is not mentioned within DoW, we will use it partially as added value to the test and
the evaluation of the PF’s main concepts and/or tools. Hence, the project will engage end-users within
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the tests according to the time plans of D5.2 and D5.3, respectively, as well as a Living Lab approach.
The former means that we recruit end-users for T5.2 and the later means that we will recruit users
that will stay with us until the end of the project. We name this category of end-users as “core
participants”, because we can use them as soon as a new function is integrated within the PF project.
We will discuss both recruitment processes in detail below.

2.5.1 Core participants
Core participants are the users who are engaged throughout the whole process of Privacy Flag project.
What distinguishes core-participants from test users is their prolonged engagement not only in the
test phases of Privacy Flag tools, but also in the other phase of system development process, such as
idea generation, design, implementation and evaluation. This action is in line with WP6 upon building
the community of users and also to test the stability of the system by involving users, gradually. Recent
studies show that creating a sustainable user engagement is not an easy task as the attention,
motivations and expectations of users and contributors tend to decrease over time, making it difficult
to maintain the same level of engagement throughout the lifetime of a project [15], [16]. Therefore,
the users might tend to drop-out of user studies before the activity or project they signed up for, is
completed. A sustainable user engagement deemed important due to factors such as time efficiency,
cost efficiency, quality assurance, the value of an established mutual trust and the users’ deep
understanding about the project or activity [15], [17].
Previous research shows that there are many factors that are influential on user drop-out behaviour
[18], [19]. These factors might be associated with: 1) task design, such as task complexity and usability
issues; 2) scheduling such as longevity, long gaps between projects’ phases and the timing of
reminders; 3) user selection process such as high number of users; 4) user preparation such as unclear
or inaccessible guideline; 5) implementation and test process such as inadequate infrastructure,
accessibility or flexibility of test plan, and; 6) interaction with the users such as ignoring users’ feedback
or lack of mutual trust. Privacy issues and inappropriate monetary reward also are influential on user
drop-out decision. The aim of recruiting core participants, therefore, is to build a sustainable user
engagement throughout the Privacy Flag project. Thus, it is prominent to avoid drop out by alleviating
abovementioned factors.
In this project, the majority of core participants are recruited mainly by two ways such as invitations
and personal contact. An invitation of recruiting core participants could be sent to the users who have
participated in the previous projects, e.g. the USEMP project which was held recently in Botnia Living
Lab9. This is important, because a relatively trustful relationship between those users and the Living
Lab members has already been established. The final phase of user recruitment will be outreach
channels such as PF Facebook page, twitter and website. The intended number of core participants is
25-30 users. In order to identify factors influencing user’s motivation in Privacy Flag project, droppedout users will be interviewed individually. If more than 8 core participants dropped-out of this project,
a focus group also will be held with these users.
In this project, the core participants will be engaged for about one year and their main activities consist
of two to three field tests in the form of individual -or focus- group interviews, three to four small tasks
between the field tests and, possibly, an optional “social event with you” as key participants. Each task

9 http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/node/125
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is divided into smaller micro-tasks; for example, after for the PF app, we will break down the task into
smaller micro-tasks of interface, questionnaire, ease of use, etc. However, these micro-tasks are going
to be designed and reported within the context of D5.3. Figure 2-3 shows the main milestones for the
core participants’ engagement period.

Timeline for core participants engagement
2/14/2017

4/5/2017

5/25/2017

7/14/2017

9/2/2017

10/22/2017

12/11/2017

1/30/2018

3/21/2018

Core participants recruitment
Focus Group 1
Micro task 1
Micro task 2
Social event
Micro task 3
Micro task 4
Focus Group 2

Figure 2-3: Timeline and milestones

It is argued that the participants are happy to participate as long as they perceived some benefits in
return [15]. There are numerous factors such as learning something new, curiosity about the subject,
having fun and getting to know new people that motivate people to participate in an innovation activity
[20]. However, previous research has also highlighted the importance of monetary compensation in
an open innovation environment and stated that without an appropriate economic reward, building a
sustainable user engagement in a Living Lab setting is very difficult [21]. Since the duration of
engagement for core participants in the Privacy Flag project is more than one year, they should be
properly incentivized. In this project, core participants will be incentivized after, or possibly during their
engagement period.

2.5.2 Invitation letter (core participants)
Dear citizen scientist,
You are cordially invited to participate in the Privacy Flag research project being
conducted by <LTU, OTE, UoA>, which is financed and supported by the European
Commission (EC). It will enable citizens to monitor and control their privacy with a
user-friendly solution made available as a smart phone application, a web browser
add-on and a public website - all connected to a shared knowledge database. In this
project, we need your help to develop systems that facilitate people to assess
applications and websites from a privacy perspective. The period that we need your
contribution starts from the February 2017 and will last approximately for one year.
In this research project, you don’t need to be an expert! Instead, we will ask you to
participate in the activities such as filling in short surveys, use our tools and report on
what you did with the tool. You will contribute in the different phases of this project
such as ideation, design, development, test and evaluation of Privacy Flag tools. These
activities may consist of (but not limited to) two to three field tests in the form of
individual or focus group interviews, three to four small tasks between the field tests
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and possibly an optional social event with you as key participants. These activities take
in total about 6-8 hours of your time.
As a gratitude of your contribution in this project, you will be awarded ***EURO, SEK
value of an online voucher (redeemable in different stores). You will receive your
award shortly after completing the assigned tasks.
Participation in this research is completely voluntary. However, we strongly
recommend you to fill out the intake survey only if you want to participate throughout
the whole period of this user study.
All responses are handled anonymously and used for research purposes only. Should
you have any questions about your rights as a research participant and other
information about this research project, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Thanks for your contribution!

2.5.3 Test participants
This type of participants is recruited for tests within the PF project scheduled for within M24 and M36.
The difference compared to the previous type is that “test users” might vary between each test and
they are recruited only for a specific test phase.
The FormIT methodology gives guides for each cycle of the innovation design and test within PF
project. If we divide the requirements into the two phases of the test plan, there would be two
instances within the innovation design that requires end user test and validation. First phase is within
second year of the project (M24) and the next is at the end of the project (M36).

2.5.4 Recruitment strategy
Participants are involved through T6.1 (End-users and media outreach). Partners from WP6 has already
made plans for the recruitment and they proposed two ways: text-based recruitment or through
personal contact.
We suggest the following actions as strategy:
1. Online channels: the PF website, Facebook, Twitter. It is also possible to go via newspaper ad’s,
newsletters, etc.
2. Arrange short informational events (for example a privacy-related presentation) and there ask
people if they are interested to participate.
3. Contact established (formal and informal) networks, such as Chambers of Commerce,
participate in one of their meetings and recruit there.
4. Friends and acquaintances
The strategy of course needs to be chosen dependent upon what the end-user is expected to
contribute to and with. Hence, alternative 1 is suitable for questionnaires, since if we want those
recruited via online channels to participate -for example in workshop- we must also provide a way to
contact us.
Alternative 2-4 is suitable when we want end users to participate in interviews, focus groups,
workshops, etc.
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We will seek maximum variation for age, gender and education. These seem to be variables that
influence the interaction with privacy settings or other means that negotiate boundaries with regard
to privacy.
Maximum variance variables:






Age 50% younger than 24 years, 50% older than 24.
Equal gender distribution.
Ideally a spread of education levels.
Understand: either Swedish, Greek or English.
Be able to attend the sessions physically.

2.6 Time sequence of the testing phase
WP5 depends on the input from other WPs, i.e. the technical enabler modules of the Privacy Flag
platform in WP4. Accordingly, the initial specification of the enablers from WP4 has been used as an
“input” for designing the integration process within WP5.
The important milestone of WP4, which is of utmost importance for the integration and testing plans
of WP5, is Milestone MS15 at M18. This milestone signifies the delivery of the first versions of the
enablers developed within the context of WP4. Upon reaching the milestone, WP5 partners will start
integrating and testing, as described in the sections of this deliverable that follow below.
The time table that follows shows the time sequence of the integration and testing phases (the flag
represents the initialization of the corresponding task).
2016
5

6

7

8

9

2017
10

11

12

1

2

3

18
14

15

16

17

19
(WP4)

5

6

7

8

9

24

MS15

13

4

2018

20

21

22

23

MS16

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

31

32

33

34

35

36

30
25

26

27

28

(WP4)

29

MS17
(WP4)

T5.1
T5.2




T5.3
MS

MS19

MS20

MS21

MS22

(WP5)
DLV

D5.2

(WP5)

D5.3
D5.4

Table 3: Time sequence of the testing phase (MS: milestone, DLV: deliverable)

Formally, the integration and testing phases (MS15) has been achieved. Before MS15, however, from
month 13 to month 17, testing and initial integration efforts have already begun by involved partners
using test stubs and drivers, while developing their modules within the context of WP4. Initial versions
of the modules have become available to WP5 for integration checks and initial interface compatibility
testing, already before MS15.
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Upon the reach of MS16 at month 24, the results of the tests have been implemented and the second
integration phase of the final versions of the modules has been initiated, aiming to start the Task T5.2
large scale pilot at month 25, as expected.
Detailed plans of D5.2 for end-user validation is as follow:
Phase

Action

Phase 1

Privacy score questionnaire

Phase 2

Recruitment of test + core participants

Phase 3

All focus groups conducted:




App - observatory
Browser add-on
IoT

Phase 4

Analysis and reporting

Phase 5

Internal review & final submission
Table 4: Roadmap for end-user validation

2.7 Multidisciplinary development approach
After all the tests are done, we address the issues within an iterative design approach, which entails
an interaction between end-users and developers. The following tracking table is a live internal
document under continuous consideration, in which we track technical problems to make sure that
the issues are handled properly by the corresponding partner. Below, we present a part of the current
version of this table.
Tool

Issue Type

Reporter

Comments

Action

Status

App

Recommen
dation

UoA

Add the same level of importance
to more than one permissions (if
not requirement) (home screen)

This in contrast
to the design

Closed

App

Recommen
dation

OTE

Tell specifically that they have to
order the permissions (home
screen)

Fixed - updated
text

Closed

App

Recommen
dation

CTI

Confusing that 5 is less and 1 is
max in the scale (maybe
highlight) (home screen)

Fixed - updated
text

Closed

App

Recommen
dation

UL

If the application which are
shown to them are ordered by a
certain criterion or randomly
(overview of apps)

Fixed - ordered
alphabetically

Closed
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App

Recommen
dation

UoA

The selection of friendly,
unfriendly and uncategorized lists
to be more visible so that they
can understand, which list they
are currently on. (overview of
apps)

App

Other

CTI

A brief note explaining what its
category is would be preferable
(overview of apps)

Updated text should further
be discussed

Open

App

Other

OTE

A description of what each
permission entails (app
evaluation menu)

Updated text should further
be discussed

Open

Obser Recommen
vatory dation

VELTI

A more detailed information
about each chart

This in contrast
to the design

Open

Obser
Other
vatory

UL

Have some guidelines about what
each risk entails

Fixed - updated
text

Open

Obser Recommen
vatory dation

UL

Split the charts into categories

Fixed - updated
text

Open

Fixed - updated
UI and
background
color

Closed

Table 5: PrivacyFlag issue tracker

Tool: which tools has the issue.
Function: which function has the issue.
Problem: what problems/errors appearing.
Who: who is addressing these issues.
Solution: how can it be solved.
Stats: solved or if they cannot be addressed, why this is the case.
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3 Test Use Cases
3.1 Use Case Template
The use case template has already been presented in D5.1. We briefly present it in the current
deliverable to help readers, as well as to enrich it in order to provide a more detailed presentation of
the test outcomes. The adopted use case template is the following:
Use Case ID: Give each use case a unique integer sequence number identifier, in an
incremental format. For instance, we can write PF_01, PF_02, etc.
Use Case Name: State a concise, results-oriented name for the use case. These reflect the tasks
the user needs to be able to accomplish using the system. Include an action
verb and a noun. Examples include the following:



User registration to the Privacy Flag platform.
Privacy Flag platform setup.

Created By:

Supply the name of the
person who initially
documented this use
case.

Last Updated By:

Supply the name of the
person who performed
the most recent update to
the use case description.

Date Created:

Enter the date on which
the use case was initially
documented.

Date Last Updated: Enter the date on which
the use case was most
recently updated.

Table 6: Use case identification

Actors: An actor is a person -or other entity- external to the software system
being specified who interacts with the system and performs use
cases to accomplish tasks. Different actors often correspond to
different user classes, or roles, identified from the customer
community that will use the product. Name the actor that will be
initiating this use case and any other actors who will participate in
completing the use case.
Description: Provide a brief description of the reason for and outcome of this use
case, or a high level description of the sequence of actions and the
outcome of executing the use case.
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Trigger: Identify the event that initiates the use case. This could be an
external event or system event that causes the use case to begin, or
it could be the first step in the normal flow.
Preconditions: List any activities that must take place, or any conditions that must
be true, before the use case can be started. Number each
precondition. Examples:
1. The user has been, successfully, authenticated.
2. The user’s mobile device has sufficient protection
against malware.
Postconditions: Describe the state of the system at the conclusion of the use case
execution. Number each postcondition. Examples of such
preconditions are the following:
1. The user’s device has detected the existence of a
privacy risk at a site and has sent an alert to the server.
2. The user has submitted a UPRAAT (i.e. user assessment)
questionnaire to the platform through his/her mobile
device.
Normal Flow: Provide a detailed description of the user actions and system
responses that will take place during execution of the use case
under normal, expected conditions. This dialog sequence will
ultimately lead to accomplishing the goal stated in the use case
name and description. This description may be written as an answer
to the hypothetical question, “How do I <accomplish the task stated
in the use case name>?” This is best done as a numbered list of
actions performed by the actor, alternating with responses provided
by the system. The normal flow is numbered “X.0”, where “X” is the
Use Case ID.
Exceptions: Describe any anticipated error conditions that could occur during
execution of the use case, and define how the system is to respond
to those conditions. Also, describe how the system is to respond if
the use case execution fails for some unanticipated reason. If the
use case results in a durable state change in a database or the
outside world, state whether the change is rolled back, completed
correctly, partially completed with a known state, or left in an
undetermined state as a result of the exception. Number each
alternative flow in the form “X.Y.E.Z”, where “X” is the Use Case ID,
Y indicates the normal (0) or alternative (>0) flow during which this
exception could take place, “E” indicates an exception, and “Z” is a
sequence number for the exceptions. For example, “5.0.E.2” would
indicate the second exception for the normal flow for use case SE_5.
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Special Requirements: Identify any additional requirements, such as non-functional
requirements, for the use case that may need to be addressed
during design or implementation. These may include performance
requirements or other quality attributes.
Assumptions: List any assumptions that were made in the analysis that led to
accepting this use case into the product description and writing the
use case description.
Table 7: Use case definition

In the following table we present how we enriched the adopted template, compared to the one
presented in D5.1, in order to present the testing outcomes per use case, in more depth. The first
column presents the verification checks needed for each use case testing. The result of each
verification check could be succeeded, on-going, failed or skipped. The last column further describes
the performed tests.
Use case #ID

Result

Test description

Use case name
Verification Check 1: Verify that ....

Succeeded

Verification Check 2: Verify that ....

On-going

Verification Check 3: Verify that ....

Failed

Verification Check 4: Verify that ....

Skipped
Table 8: Verification checks

The outcomes of the use cases will be employed towards taking corrective measures towards the
tested systems, before the final testing and validation begins. After each use case description two
sections follow, one that documents the results of the test and one that documents the taken
corrective measures.
The next subsections present the test planning per PF tool, which were already defined in D5.1.
Furthermore, we provide the corresponding outcomes, as well as the potential corrective measures
where needed.

3.2 PF Observatory database and server implementation
3.2.1 Use cases description
The goals of these tests are to observe and analyze the performance of the database and server
infrastructure. More specifically these tests are designed to validate that all the proposed
requirements, such as scalability, responsiveness, etc., are met. With respect to the testing of the
server which hosts the database, we test the server for Quality of Service (QoS) and, especially, its
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ability to withstand as many connections as possible within a given time frame. In addition, tests are
performed to see whether the SSL connections are properly initiated and sustained throughout the
whole session duration. According to the above considerations, we have developed the following
domains of test cases:

3.2.1.1 Server
Use Case ID: SE_1
Use Case Name: Performance
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou

Date Created: 07/03/2016

Date Last Updated: 07/03/2017

Actors: Distributed agents and users.
Description: This is a stress test for the server according to which the testing
team will find the threshold point at which the response time of the
server drops significantly. This will test only the ability of the server
to sustain an acceptable connection rate without taking into
account the database response times (this will be a separate test for
the database module).
Trigger: Connections from the involved actors. Also, if necessary, there will
be a use of an automated Webserver Stress Tool (we have identified
Paessler’s
free
webserver
testing
tool
at
https://www.paessler.com/tools/webstress).
Preconditions: Requests for connections.
Postconditions: Each request is served within a predetermined time interval (this
will be defined and set during the integration phase as it will depend
on the employed technologies and the final module’s
configurations).
Normal Flow: The connections are served within he predetermined time limit.
Exceptions: The service time falls outside the preset time limit.
Special Requirements: Establishment of a fast connection.
Assumptions: The connection between the communicating applications and
devices is sufficiently fast.
Table 9: Performance UC

Use Case ID: SE_2
Use Case Name: Server data confidentiality
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
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Date Created: 07/03/2016

Date Last Updated: 07/03/2016

Actors: Distributed agents and users.
Description: This will test whether all data connections between the actors and
the database are suitably encrypted, i.e. whether the SSL protocol
is activated with the correct connection parameters (e.g. encryption
algorithm used and key sizes).
Trigger: Connections from the involved actors.
Preconditions: Request for a connection.
Postconditions: SSL connection is activated with the correct parameters.
Normal Flow: The exchanged data are in encrypted format based on the
encryption algorithm activated by the SSL protocol.
Exceptions: Data is not properly encrypted.
Special Requirements: Firewall connections (if firewalls are activated) do not block the
connections requests.
Assumptions: The SSL protocol suite is correctly set-up and executes correctly on
the involved communicating agents.
Table 10: Server data confidentiality UC

3.2.1.2 Database
Use Case ID: DB_1
Use Case Name: Execution of sample queries
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Created: 07/03/2016

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Last Updated: 07/03/2017

Actors: Distributed agents and users (through questionnaires).
Description: This test will evaluate the ability of the database to correctly
execute sample queries on sample data.
Trigger: A connection from an agent or users.
Preconditions: The query arrives, intact, to the database
Postconditions: The results of the query match the expected results, as reflected
by the database scheme and sample contents.
Normal Flow: The results are promptly returned and are as expected based on the
stored values.
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Exceptions: Query results are faulty or query results are not returned at all.
Special Requirements: The database is up and running.
Assumptions: The database server is correctly set-up and configured while the
database contents are correct.
Table 11: Execution of sample queries UC

Use Case ID: DB_2
Use Case Name: Data confidentiality
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Created: 07/03/2016

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Last Updated: 07/03/2017

Actors: Data exchanged with other platform modules.
Description: Test whether the connection with the DB is secure, i.e. data
encryption and authentication mechanisms are implemented and
enabled.
Trigger: Initiation of communication between the DB and another module
(e.g. Distributed Agents).
Preconditions: The database and platform modules are correctly configured for
communication.
Postconditions: Data is exchanged between the database and any connecting
module in encrypted format.
Normal Flow: Data is properly encrypted.
Exceptions: Data is not in encrypted format.
Special Requirements: The involved modules and the database are correctly set-up and
configured.
Assumptions: All modules are in an appropriate operating condition.
Table 12: DB Data confidentiality UC

3.2.1.3 Agent communication
Use Case ID: DA_1
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag Smart Phone Application - Distributed Agent communication
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Created: 08/03/2016

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Last Updated: 08/03/2017
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Actors: Distributed Agent
Description: Test whether the Distributed Agent opens a secure communications
channel with the Smart Phone application.
Trigger:
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Normal Flow:
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 13: Distributed agent communication UC

Use Case ID: DA_2
Use Case Name: Activation/deactivation of the automatic data collection process.
Created By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Created: 08/03/2016

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Last Updated: 08/03/2017

Actors: Distributed Agent
Description: Test whether the Distributed Agent activates and deactivates,
correctly, the automatic data collection process.
Trigger: Activation by the user or self-activation upon detection of a threat.
Preconditions: The distributed agent is running on the user’s device.
Postconditions: The distributed agent has sent an identified incident.
Normal Flow:
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 14: Activation/deactivation of the automatic data collection process UC

Use Case ID: DA_3
Use Case Name: Identification/authentication/authorization mechanisms
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Created By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Created: 08/03/2016

Last Updated By: Yannis Stamatiou
Date Last Updated: 08/03/2017

Actors: Distributed Agent
Description: Test whether the identification, authentication and authorization
mechanisms for the involved actors (Privacy Flag Smart Phone
Application and Distributed Agent) are operational.
Trigger: The identification, authentication, and authorization functionalities
are activated.
Preconditions: The mobile phone application is connected to the Privacy Flag
platform.
Postconditions: The identification, authentication, and authorization operations
have been successfully executed.
Normal Flow:
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 15: Identification/authentication/authorization mechanisms UC

3.2.2 Use cases outcomes
After the modifications that took place in the PF architecture as well as the UPRAAM methodology and
the agents that support it, the tests DA_1, DA_2, and DA_3 were deemed as non-applicable or
obsolete.
DA_1 and DA_3 were designed to test security functionality which, eventually, holds by default due to
the SSL/TLS protocol that is, by default, active between agents when they communicate information.
With respect to DA_2, according to the latest PF architecture, the data collection process is initiated
by the users operating the mobile phone application and browser which carries the browser add-on.
With respect to the configuration on which the rest of the tests are implemented, the server on which
the database resides has the following characteristics:




Memory: 4GB
Processors: (1 processor with 4 cores)
Hard disk: 200GB

We see that the current configuration is limited. However, the results of the database (DB_1) and
server workload (SE_1) tests were satisfactory and demonstrate that the database and the server can
sustain heavy workloads which amount to 5000, approximately, connection requests per second which
is far beyond the expected workload for the PF platform.
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Test configuration and run for use case “DB_1”.
In order to perform the proposed database test, we installed and connected to the database the
mysqlslap tool (please see https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-measuremysql-query-performance-with-mysqlslap as well as
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/mysqlslap.html).
This is a freely available diagnostic program designed to emulate variable client workload on a MySQL
server and to report the timing of each stage. It works as if multiple clients are accessing the server.
In what follows, the errors that were observed were of the following (expected) types:



mysqlslap: Error when connecting to server: 1040 Too many connections
mysqlslap: Error when connecting to server: 2001 Cannot create UNIX socket10

No error was observed related to the stored data, however, beyond the above errors, which were
clearly due to the heavy database server workload. Thus, no matter how many the queries running in
parallel were, for all the queries that were successfully executed the following database data
properties were preserved, as described in D5.1: atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability.
Below, we see the results on the test cases for the database:
SELECT id, question_group, title_english, body_english, answer_type FROM questions
Number of queries

Number of
correctly executed

% of errors

Average number of seconds
to run all queries

1000

1000

0,00%

1.670

2000

2000

0,00%

1.173

3000

3000

0,00%

0.928

4000

4000

0,00%

1.116

5000

5000

0,00%

1.434

6000

5861

2,32%

1.754

7000

6990

0,14%

1.355

8000

7966

0,42%

1.207

9000

8503

5,52%

1.367

10000

9579

4,21%

1.337

Table 16: Database UC ”select” test outcomes

INSERT INTO 'users' ('username') VALUES ('John');

10

For more related information see, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_domain_socket
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Number of queries

Number of
correctly executed

% of errors

Average number of seconds
to run all queries

1000

1000

0,00%

0. 239

2000

2000

0,00%

0.546

3000

3000

0,00%

0.634

4000

4000

0,00%

0.999

5000

5000

0,00%

1.126

6000

5845

2,58%

1.504

7000

6099

12,87%

1.443

8000

6532

18,35%

1.738

9000

6875

23,61%

2.068

10000

6889

31,11%

2.228

Table 17: Database UC ”insert” test outcomes

UPDATE websites SET threats_score=0, UPRAAM_score=1, evaluation=-1 WHERE id=13;
Number of queries

Number of
correctly executed

% of errors

Average number of seconds
to run all queries

1000

1000

0,00%

1.991

2000

2000

0,00%

0.991

3000

2387

20,43%

1.473

4000

2685

32,88%

1.713

5000

3158

36,84%

2.174

6000

3663

38,95%

2.175

7000

4756

32,06%

2.009

8000

4950

38,13%

2.066

9000

5006

44,38%

1.988

10000

5452

45,48%

2.227

Table 18: Database UC “update” test outcomes
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Figure 3-1: Percentage of errors in various queries

Figure 3-2: Average number of seconds to run all queries.

Test configuration and run for use case “SE_1”.
We used the “paessler” tool (https://www.paessler.com/tools/webstress) in order to stress test our
server that hosts the databases for the smartphone application and the browser add-on, as well as the
whole backend system in order to provide full functionality to PF services.
In our simulations, we selected the test type “RAMP” where it tests an increasing load for a specified
time. Due to our Operating System (OS) restrictions, the highest amount of users is 4000.
We simulated the simultaneous use of the server in the following scenarios:
1. Privacy
Flag
Observatory,
i.e.
each
user
should
visit
the
website
http://150.140.193.133:2080/privacy/addon/new_metrics.php which includes the PF Threat
Observatory.
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2. Use
of
PF
add-on,
i.e.,
each
user
runs
the
GET
call
http://150.140.193.133:3000/addon/questionnaire_eng since, whenever the add-on is
loaded, this GET call is used in order to display the UPRAAM questionnaire to them. After that,
other GET and POST calls are used as well, but we simply test how many users may use
simultaneously the add-on without any error.
3. Use of PF smartphone application, i.e., each user runs the GET call
http://150.140.193.133:3000/smartphone/questionnaire since, whenever the app is loaded,
this GET call is used in order to display the UPRAAM questionnaire to them. After that, other
GET and POST calls are used as well but we simply test how many users may open
simultaneously the smartphone app without any error.
The results were the following:
PF Observatory (see Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4)




Average Click Time 3.319 ms, 32.795 Clicks, 711 Errors
Total Number of Clicks: 32.795 (711 Errors)
Average Click Time of all URLs: 3.247 ms

PF Add-on (see Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6)




Average Click Time 85 ms, 38.724 Clicks, 5 Errors
Total Number of Clicks: 38.724 (5 Errors)
Average Click Time of all URLs: 85 ms

PF Smartphone Application (see Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8)




Average Click Time 57 ms, 47.047 Clicks, 0 Errors
Total Number of Clicks: 47.047 (0 Errors)
Average Click Time of all URLs: 57 ms

Below we provide some graphical results for each scenario for the following metrics:



Click Times and Errors
Server and user bandwidth
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Figure 3-3: PF observatory – Times and Errors

Figure 3-4: PF Observatory - Server and User bandwidth
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Figure 3-5: PF Add-on - Times and Errors

Figure 3-6: PF Add-on Server and User bandwidth
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Figure 3-7: PF Smartphone Application – Times and Errors

Figure 3-8: PF Smartphone Application - Server and User bandwidth
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In summary, we have the following results:
Use case 1

Result

Test description

Verification Check: Test whether the Distributed Agent
opens a secure communications channel with the Smart
Phone application.

Skipped

This test checks
whether an
SSL/TLS
connection is
established during
the whole
communication
session between
communicating
parties.

Table 19: DA opens a secure communications channel with the Smart Phone application UC outcome

Use case 2

Result

Test description

Verification Check: Test whether the Distributed Agent
activates and deactivates, correctly, the automatic data
collection process.

Skipped

This tests whether
the data collection
procedure on the
mobile phone is,
correctly,
activated or
deactivated when
required.

Table 20: DA activates and deactivates, correctly, the automatic data collection process UC outcome

Use case 3

Result

Test description

Verification Check: Test whether the identification,
authentication and authorization mechanisms for the
involved actors (PrivacyFlag Smart Phone Application and
Distributed Agent) are operational.

Skipped

It tests whether
the
authentication/aut
horization
mechanisms are
active and
operating properly
in the involved
communicating
parties.

Table 21: Identification, authentication and authorization mechanisms UC outcomes

Use case 4

Result

Test description

Verification Check: This is a stress test for the server

Succeeded

The “paessler”
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according to which the testing team will find the threshold
point at which the response time of the server drops
significantly. This will test only the ability of the server to
sustain an acceptable connection rate without taking into
account the database response times (this will be a
separate test for the database module).

tool
(https://www.paes
sler.com/tools/we
bstress) was used
to perform a stress
test on the server
that hosts the
databases for the
smartphone
application and
the browser addon, as well as the
whole backend
system in order to
provide Quality of
Service (QoS) to PF
services.

Table 22: Stress test for the server UC outcome

Use case 5

Result

Verification Check: This will test whether all data On-going
connections between the actors and the database are
suitably encrypted, i.e. whether the SSL protocol is
activated with the correct connection parameters (e.g.
encryption algorithm used and key sizes).

Test description
This test checks
whether the
server opens,
correctly an
SSL/TLS
connection when
service requests
are accepted.

Table 23: Encryption of data connections UC outcome

Use case 6

Result

Test description

Verification Check: This test will evaluate the ability of the
database to correctly execute sample queries on sample
data.

Succeeded

The mysqlslap tool
was used for
stress-testing the
database for the
correct and fast
execution of
thousands of
connection
requests. This tool
emulates a
variable client
workload on a
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MySQL server and
reports the timing
of each stage. It
works as if
multiple clients
were accessing the
server.
Table 24: DB execution sample queries on sample data UC outcome

Use case 7

Result

Test description

Verification Check: Test whether the connection with the
DB is secure, i.e. data encryption and authentication
mechanisms are implemented and enabled.

On-going

This test checks
whether the data
are correctly
encrypted upon
their transmission
to and from the
database.

Table 25: DB security UC outcome

3.3 Smartphone application
The Privacy Flag application informs users on the privacy risks when visiting a web site. The risk analysis
is twofold coming both from crowd sourcing information and a set of automated tests (enablers). The
goal of the tests described in what follows is to observe and analyze performance of the overall
application in the terms of the response time to user requests.

3.3.1 Use cases description
Use Case ID: SA_01
Use Case Name: Privacy flag application open response time
Created By: Andreas Drakos
Date Created: 24/03/2016

Last Updated By: Andreas Drakos
Date Last Updated: 24/03/2017

Actors: Any user
Description: The time for the application to load when a user opens it, load the
needed information and system responds promptly.
Trigger: User opens the application
Preconditions: Communication with PF server is working correctly
Postconditions:
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Normal Flow: Once the user opens the application the information should be
shown
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 26: Privacy flag application open response time UC

Use Case ID: SA_02
Use Case Name: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time
Created By: Andreas Drakos
Date Created: 24/03/2016

Last Updated By: Andreas Drakos
Date Last Updated: 24/03/2017

Actors: Any user
Description: The time for the application to send the evaluation and re-load the
stats
Trigger: User submits his evaluation
Preconditions: Communication with PF server is working correctly
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: After the user submits the evaluation, the main screen of the
application should be updated with the new information
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 27: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time UC

3.3.2 Use cases outcomes
Use Case: SA_01 – App version 2
Test description

Test Result

Action

Difference in API when posting package name

Failed

Fixed

UPRAAM questions not loaded correctly

Failed

Fixed

Server error

Failed

Fixed

Error when posting using username instead of user_name

Failed

Fixed
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Final test

Success
Table 28: Privacy flag application open response time UC outcomes (version 2)

Use Case: SA_02 – App version 2
Test description

Test Result

Action

Difference in API when posting package name

Failed

Fixed

UPRAAM questions not loaded correctly

Failed

Fixed

Server error

Failed

Fixed

Error when posting using username instead of user_name

Failed

Fixed

Server is down due to error messages

Failed

Fixed

Server is up and down due to wrong script update

Failed

Fixed

JSON body not created correctly, specs and implementation Failed
not the same, all fields updated to be in alphanumeric order

Fixed

Server is down

Failed

Fixed

Final test

Success
Table 29: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time UC outcomes (version 2)

Use Case: SA_01 – App version 3
Test description

Test Result

Final test

Success

Action

Table 30: Privacy flag application open response time UC outcomes (version 3)

Use Case: SA_02 – App version 3
Test description

Test Result

When used in Android version lower than 6, user is able to send Failed
his own evaluation for an app but not the permissions (as only
exist in version 6 and above).

Action
Fixed

JSON body was not created correctly and in app permissions
fields none value was sent
Server is down

Failed

Final test

Success

Fixed

Table 31: Privacy flag application open response time UC outcomes (version 3)

No corrective actions are considered from technical testing.
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3.4 Browser add-on
The Privacy Flag browser add-on informs users on the privacy risks when visiting a web site. The risk
analysis is twofold coming both from crowd sourcing information and a set of automated tests
(enablers). The goals of the tests bellow are to observe and analyze the functionality and the
performance of the overall browser add-on in the terms of the response time to user requests (Quality
of Service – QoS – requirement).

3.4.1 Use cases description
Use Case ID: BA_01
Use Case Name: Privacy flag browser add-on open response time
Created By: Andreas Drakos
Date Created: 24/03/2016

Last Updated By: Andreas Drakos
Date Last Updated: 24/03/2017

Actors: Any user
Description: The time for the browser add-on to load when a user opens the
plugin and system responds promptly.
Trigger: User visits a web page and opens the add-on
Preconditions: Communication with PF server is working correctly
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: Once the user opens the add-on the information should be shown
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 32: Privacy flag browser add-on open response time UC

Use Case ID: BA_02
Use Case Name: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time
Created By: Andreas Drakos
Date Created: 24/03/2016

Last Updated By: Andreas Drakos
Date Last Updated: 24/03/2017

Actors: Any user
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Description: The time for the browser add-on to send the evaluation and re-load
the stats
Trigger: User submits his evaluation
Preconditions: Communication with PF server is working correctly
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: After the user submits the evaluation, the main screen of the addon should be updated with the new information
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 33: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time UC

3.4.2 Use cases outcomes
Use Case: BA_01
Test description

Test Result

Action

Check API status failed, server was not reachable, internet security Failed
restrictions

Fixed

Check API status failed, server was down, due to inactivity server Failed
was shutdown

Fixed

Wrong fields when posting url, not including full url address

Failed

Fixed

Wrong message when error state

Failed

Fixed

UPRAAM questions not retrieved correctly

Failed

Fixed

Final test

Success
Table 34: Privacy flag browser add-on open response time UC outcomes

Use Case: BA_02
Test description

Test Result

Action

Check API status failed, server was not reachable, internet security Failed
restrictions

Fixed

Check API status failed, server was down, due to inactivity server Failed
was shutdown

Fixed

Wrong fields when posting url, not including full url address

Failed

Fixed

Wrong message when error state

Failed

Fixed
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Wrong JSON body from add-on to server

Failed

Fixed

Server down due to error calls

Failed

Fixed

Final test

Success
Table 35: Privacy flag browser add-on submit response time UC outcomes

During testing an issue was discovered in regards to URL sent from the website. The browser add-on
currently sends the website address while the backend is expecting also the full address, i.e. the
specific page a user is viewing.
The differences between the two is related on what is evaluated, if the user is to evaluate each page
on a website or the website as a whole. UPRAAM questions cover the later but automated test the
first.
While currently not affecting the functionality of the add-on, this is logic issue that needs to be resolved
and will be raised also to other WPs.

3.5 Security and privacy enablers
3.5.1 Use cases description
The objective of these tests is to verify the anonymity of the people using the PrivacyFlag tool, as well
as that the Quality of Service requirements (such as latency, available bandwidth and the maximum
tolerated risk of signal/data jitter, etc.) are met.
Use Case ID: PE_01
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag – Privacy Enabler
Created By: Daniel Forster
Date Created: 08/04/2016

Last Updated By: Daniel Forster
Date Last Updated: 08/04/2017

Actors: Privacy Enabler – Network Proxy, User
Description: This test should ensure that the user’s connections are routed
through a privacy enhancing system that hides the user’s IP address
from the connection endpoint.
Trigger: The Privacy Enabler Network Proxy gets activated.
Preconditions: Connection endpoints can see the user’s IP address.
Postconditions: Connection endpoints cannot see the user’s IP address.
Normal Flow: The user activates the Privacy Enabler Network Proxy. His/her
requests are routed through the privacy enhancing system and
his/her IP address changes from the view of the connection
endpoints.
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Exceptions: The user activates the Privacy Enabler Network Proxy, but the
privacy enhancing system is not able to establish a suitable proxy
server route through the network. The system should present the
user an error message that the anonymous connection failed. The
system should never fall back to a non-anonymous connection while
the Privacy Enabler Network Proxy is activated and the user may
think he/she is using a privacy enhanced connection.
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 36: Privacy Enabler UC

Use Case ID: PE_02
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag – Privacy Enabler – Router Selection
Created By: Daniel Forster
Date Created: 08/04/2016

Last Updated By: Daniel Forster
Date Last Updated: 08/04/2017

Actors: Privacy Enabler – Network Proxy, Tester
Description: This test should ensure that the Network Proxy uses only anonymity
proxies that are located inside of Europe.
Trigger: The Privacy Enabler Network Proxy gets activated.
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: After enabling the Network Proxy, a request for the location of the
set of used proxies from the privacy enhancing system should state
that all proxy server locations are inside of the EU.
Exceptions: The set contains a proxy server that is not located inside of Europe.
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 37: Privacy Enabler – Router Selection UC

Use Case ID: PE_03
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag – Privacy Enabler – QoS requirements
Created By: Daniel Forster
Date Created: 08/04/2016

Last Updated By: Daniel Forster
Date Last Updated: 08/04/2017
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Actors: Privacy Enabler – Network Proxy, User
Description: This test should try to ensure, that the bandwidth and latency
overhead for a privacy enhanced connection is still usable.
Trigger: The user activates the Network Proxy
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: The system still offers a usable user experience.
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 38: Privacy Enabler – QoS requirements UC

Use Case ID: PE_04
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag – Privacy Enabler – No connection leaks
Created By: Daniel Forster
Date Created: 08/04/2016

Last Updated By: Daniel Forster
Date Last Updated: 08/04/2017

Actors: Privacy Enabler – Network Proxy, Browser Add-on, Tester
Description: This test should ensure that the browser add-on takes care of the
fact that no connection from inside the browser bypasses the
privacy proxy and makes a direct connection.
Trigger: Tester activates the privacy enabler.
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: After activation, the tester ensures (e.g., via packet inspection) that
the browser does not make any attempts for direct connections that
bypass the privacy enhancing proxy.
Exceptions: Still requests to different IP addresses than the IP address of the first
proxy server in the row.
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 39: Privacy Enabler – No connection leaks UC
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3.5.2 Use cases outcomes
Use case #
PE_02: Verify that the created
system just picks relay nodes
inside of an EU country
PE_03: Verify that a usable
quality of service is given

Result
Succeeded

PE_01: Verify that the IP
changes after activating the
enabler

Skipped

PE_04: Verify that there are no
connection leaks

Skipped

Succeeded

Test description
In a comprehensive testrun that contains of
fetching 1000 websites, it was ensured that
just relay nodes in EU countries were chosen.
In a comprehensive testrun that contains of
1000 website fetching processes while
measuring the fetching time, it was shown that
the average loading time for more than half of
the fetched websites decreased and the
general standard deviation with the EU routing
extension is way lower than before. See the
graphs in D4.2 for more details.
Since the plans changed and it was agreed that
the privacy enabler will _not_ be used for the
whole communication, there is no on/off
switch. Additionally, the secure
communication technique is not deployed in
the browser add-on yet.
Since the plans changed and it was agreed that
the privacy enabler will _not_ be used for the
whole communication, there are course leaks
in the regular browsing that is not handled via
our proxy.

Table 40: Privacy Enabler outcomes

3.6 Website and backend management platform
The deployment architecture for the website and backend management platform consists of Privacy
Flag website deployed using open source Wordpress11 CMS and Privacy Flag Backend developed using
custom php/MySQL technology. There are two backends, one for consortium users that can modify
and generate content based on open source Wordpress platform (www.wordpress.org) and a second
developed independently for admin user to enable complementary features for the tools and enablers.
The goals of these tests are to observe and analyze the performance of the website and backend
infrastructure.

3.6.1 Use cases description
The goals of these tests is to observe and analyze performance of the overall web platform in terms of
the response time to user requests, session setup time between a resource user and a platform, as
well as evaluate the backend platform processes.

11

For more informative details see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress.
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Use Case ID: WEBSITE_01
Use Case Name: Access to Privacy Flag webpage and backend response time
Created By: Mirjana Nikolic
Date Created: 24/01/2016

Last Updated By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Last Updated: 30/03/2017

Actors: Visitor and Authenticated administrator users
Description: User starts an action on the privacy flag webpage and system
responds promptly.
Trigger: An action is performed by the users.
Preconditions: User opens the Privacy Flag website. Administrator Users logs in/
has been authenticated
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: User starts an action on the privacy flag webpage and system
responds as expected. Page should be loaded in less than 10s.
Exceptions: The response time falls outside the set limits.
Special Requirements: The web server is appropriately configured and set-up. Code is
optimized and running without errors
Assumptions: The user has been authenticated and the connection between the
user’s device and the server is sufficiently fast.
Table 41: Access to Privacy Flag webpage and backend response time UC

Use Case ID: WEBSITE_02
Use Case Name: Access to Privacy Flag backend concurrent users
Created By: Mirjana Nikolic
Date Created: 24/01/2016

Last Updated By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Last Updated: 30/03/2017

Actors: Authenticated user and non-authenticated user
Description: The number of authenticated users is performing actions in the
Privacy Flag backend and system runs without an error
Trigger: Actions are performed by the number of users.
Preconditions: User has been authenticated
Postconditions:
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Normal Flow: The number of logged in (authenticated users) starts an action on
the privacy flag webpage and do the same actions in the backend.
Exceptions: System response time falls outside the preset limits.
Special Requirements:
Assumptions: User must be logged in.
Table 42: Access to Privacy Flag backend concurrent users UC

Use Case ID: WEBSITE_03
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag webpage session setup time
Created By: Mirjana Nikolic
Date Created: 24/01/2016

Last Updated By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Last Updated: 30/03/2017

Actors: Registered user
Description: The user starts a session and system responds as expected after
predefined time of inactivity.
Trigger: The administrator user logs in in the backend. After 10 minutes user
tries to refresh the logged in page
Preconditions: The user is registered.
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: The user starts a session and system responds as expected. Session
setup time is within the limits of 10 minutes.
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 43: Privacy Flag webpage session setup time UC

Use Case ID: WEBSITE_04
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag backend users authorization
Created By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Created: 30/03/2016

Last Updated By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Last Updated: 30/03/2017

Actors: Registered user
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Description: A user should be able to access only resources which he is
authorized to access after starting the session.
Trigger: The user opens backend of the website.
Preconditions: The user is registered into the platform.
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: The number of NOT logged in concurrent users tries to access urls
of the backend and system respond with “not authorized” message.
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 44: Privacy Flag backend users’ authorization UC

Use Case ID: WEBSITE_05
Use Case Name: Privacy Flag Top Smartphone Applications and Websites assessment table
Created By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Created: 30/03/2017

Last Updated By: Nenad Gligoric
Date Last Updated: 30/03/2017

Actors: Visitors
Description: A user should be able to access the table with a ranking list of
assessed websites and smartphone application. The data is pulled
from the database and the table should be filled in with at least 10
latest assessments.
Trigger: The user opens page with assessment list on the website.
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Normal Flow: The user goes to the page and sees the list of assessed websites and
smartphone applications.
Exceptions:
Special Requirements:
Assumptions:
Table 45: Privacy Flag Top Smartphone Applications and Websites assessment table UC
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3.6.2 Use cases outcomes
Use case #1

Result

Test description

User starts an action on the privacy flag webpage and
system responds as expected. The test is executed using
Google Chrome Page Load which measures loading of all
pages. Measurement is done Page is loaded in less then
10s.

Succeeded

Verified that the
load page was
under < 5s for all
pages (average
4.23s).

Table 46: Access to Privacy Flag webpage session setup time and backend response time UC outcomes

Use case #2

Result

Test description

The number of authenticated users is performing actions
in the Privacy Flag backend and system runs without an
error for the Wordpress backend.

Succeeded

Verified that the
load page for the
Wordpress
backend was
efficient for
multiple logged in
users

The number of authenticated users is performing actions
in the Privacy Flag backend and system runs without an
error for the custom coded backend.

On-going

At this moment
custom backend is
still not in its final
phase of
implementation.

Table 47: Access to Privacy Flag backend concurrent users UC outcomes

Use case #3

Result

Test description

A user logs in the backend and should be able to access
only resources which he is authorized to access after
starting the session. This is tested by tring to opening url
direclty without loging in and tring to use functionalities
which only loged in user could access.

On-going

At this moment,
custom backend is
still not in its final
phase of
implementation.

Table 48: Privacy Flag backend users’ authorization UC outcomes

Use case #4

Result

Test description

A user should be able to access the table with a ranking list
of assessed websites and smartphone application. The
data is pulled from the database and the table should be
filled in with latest assessments.

On-going

At this moment,
the table is
deployed but the
data in the
backend are not
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ready to be
presented to the
end users.
Table 49: Privacy Flag Top Smartphone Applications and Websites assessment table UC outcomes

To fulfil the legal requirements using technology, even there are anonymizations mechanisms provided
by the WP2, one of the approaches was to avoid keeping track of users’ credentials by not including
creation of user accounts functionality as a feature.
To conclude, backend features will not be required by the end-user thus whey will be evaluated in the
final phase of the project, when everything is integrated and working.
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4 End-users evaluation
4.1 PrivacyFlag Observatory & Smartphone App
4.1.1 Description of users’ evaluation process
Two users groups were selected for the initial validation and evaluation of the Privacy Flag tools and,
more specifically, the Privacy Flag Observatory and the Smartphone Application. The first focus group
was comprised of regular users, who did not have any special knowledge in privacy, security or other
computer domains, but use smartphone applications and websites on a regular basis.
The second group comprised of experts especially from the academic domain, who mainly work in
research institutions, having in-depth knowledge about matters regarding privacy, security and data
mining.
The questions included within the presentation for the focus groups aimed to receive feedback for the
PrivacyFlag Observatory, as well as for the Android Application. The main focus was to gather opinions
of users about these tools, and more specifically if they found them useful and what improvements
should be made. Also, through the questions the users could provide us feedback regarding the interest
they had on privacy matters after using the tools and if they acquired new knowledge about privacy
threats, data protection and security risks.
After the presentation, a users’ guide with a conceptual description of the main functionalities of the
PrivacyFlag Observatory was distributed among the participants. The presentation and users’ guide for
the PrivacyFlag Observatory and Smartphone application focus groups are available in Appendix A.1
and Appendix A.2, correspondingly.
At the beginning of the focus groups, there was a conceptual discussion with respect to the interest of
the end-users for information security and using mobile applications:










How much are you interested in information security?
What type of security tools do you use?
Do you follow Internet security related news?
Is internet security important for you in your private life?
Tell us about your every-day usage of apps.
Which apps do you use often and which ones seldom?
When it comes to permissions, do you read them? What is the most important for you?
What apps do you generally avoid to use?
How do you think about privacy when it comes to apps?

After presenting the PrivacyFlag Observatory website, as well as the main information that serves to
the end-users, a set of questions were discussed focused on the provided charts:



Discuss the value of such charts. What are the benefits and drawbacks?
Do you feel a little more informed about security/privacy issues after reading charts? Why/why
not?
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Did you know about all the threats?
Do you think that these charts may make you more interested in privacy issues? How so?
Do you think that this list will make you think more about your own online presence? (With
regards to privacy) Why/why not?
Do you feel that the charts are useful in order to assess your online privacy risk? Why/why
not?

Finally, the end-users were requested to provide ideas for potential improvements or changes, as well
as highlighting the things they found the most positive in the charts.
After the first iteration with the end-users, we proceeded with the evaluation of the smartphone app,
since it is closely related with the main operation of the PrivacyFlag Observatory. Firstly, we focused
on how user-friendly the Home Screen GUI is:




Is this function important?
Is the language and the labels understandable?
Please give ideas on what other information you would like to see here.

As a next step, users installed and started using the smartphone app. A set of questions were asked,
including:









Mark each question for its importance of privacy for app.
Which parts did not make sense to you?
What is the minimum / maximum number of questions appropriate for you?
Do you feel a little more informed about privacy issues after reading and reflecting on the
questions? Why/why not?
Did you know about all the issues concerning the data protection (for example, information to
be given to the user by the controller– rights?)
Do you think that these questions may make you more interested in privacy issues? How so?
Do you think that this questionnaire will make you think more about your own online
presence? (With regards to privacy) Why/why not?
Do you feel that the questions are useful in order to assess your online privacy risk? Why/why
not?

Again, the end-users were requested to provide ideas for potential improvements or changes,
considering incentive mechanisms for contributing in such a crowdsourcing platform, as well as
whether they could start using such an application for privacy purposes.
Finally, in the case of the Privacy Flag Smartphone application, users were asked to evaluate the first
questionnaire related with their own preferences in terms of permission settings. In the questionnaire
users are asked to grade how privacy threatening they believe that the permission access to the
following functions are (1 = Not at all threatening and 5 = Very privacy threatening) (Permission
to access these can be asked for when you e.g. install a mobile application)




Calendar
Contacts
Camera
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Location
Microphone
Sensors
SMS

4.1.2 Outcomes of users’ evaluation process
The results were promising from both groups (experts, regular users) and the feedback was positive.
However, it is essential to highlight that some improvements should be made.
PrivacyFlag Observatory
For the regular users the Observatory Site was an interesting experience and made them think more
about their privacy. In more detail:




The charts were understandable in some parts and the users liked that they could be informed
for what is generally being used from websites and other online platforms. Moreover, the
majority of them did not know about all these risks and after observing the website they stated
that they will be more careful with their online presence.
On the other hand, users would like to have a more detailed information about each chart.
Also, they would prefer to have some guidelines about what each risk entails.

Regarding the expert users, they found appealing the concept of the observatory and were interested
to find out more about it. In more detail:




Experts found it interesting and useful for further research and investigation. Some indicative
comments we received from the experts were: “Easy to understand and appealing to the eye”,
“Informative for further research in areas such as data mining”, “Useful information”, “great
graphics”, “concentrated information”, etc. Although most of them knew about all of the
mentioned threats, they felt more informed after viewing the charts because of the nice and
understandable way that each threat was depicted. In general the charts were very
informative and can be used for research purposes.
They believe that some information for each threat should be given in a user-friendly language
(possibly with an example) in order to be understandable for the regular user. Furthermore,
many of them proposed to split the charts into categories as it will be more convenient for
people to browse the content.

Smartphone application
For the regular users the Android Application was a nice experience and made them think more about
privacy. In more detail:



They often use Facebook, Messenger, Viber and Skype, but they seldom use Gmail and
Instagram.
Although most of the users are concerned about their privacy and the permissions they give
to the apps, they do not read the permissions or read them sometimes. But all of them agree
that camera is the most important permission for them.
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Regarding the home screen, where they had to prioritize the importance of which permissions
find most intrusive (camera, calendar, etc.), the users found very useful and positive that they
could personalize the importance level, but some wanted to be able to add the same level of
importance to more than one permission.
In the overview of the applications, they thought this functionality was significant and the
language was understandable, although some would like to know if the applications which are
shown to them are ordered by a certain criterion or randomly.
Regarding the evaluation of an application the users thought that every question was
important, had understandable language and the amount of questions was adequate, because
almost all of them thought that 5 to 10 questions are enough. In addition, the queries
introduced them to privacy matters they did not know, made them more interested in privacy
regarding their online presence and raised their awareness on these issues.
In conclusion, regular users are more interested in privacy issues and the Privacy Flag
Application. Through this app they are eager to participate more in this crowdsourcing
platform and they think that the app is simple and easy to use. Last but not least, their
responses highlighted that a description of what each permission entails will be useful.

Regarding the expert users, their responses illustrated that the Smartphone Application was
interesting and quite motivating for them. In more detail:










This group uses applications on a daily basis. More precisely, they frequently use Facebook,
Skype, Twitter, Messenger, LinkedIn, e-mail client apps, Chrome and phone apps. They seldom
use Viber, YouTube, Dropbox, Shazam, Facebook which some use for their work, but others do
not, that is why Facebook is in both lists.
Concerning the permissions most of them read them, which is a big difference from the regular
users, and think that the camera and the microphone are the most threating permissions for
an app. Moreover, they avoid, if they can, applications which ask for many permissions and
are very concerned for the invasion of privacy that happens with apps.
As far as the home screen is concerned, where they had to prioritize the importance of which
permissions find most intrusive (camera, calendar, etc.), most of them wanted to be told
specifically that they have to order the permissions. Some users found confusing that 5 is less
and 1 is max in the scale. Furthermore, they wanted to be able to add more permissions at the
same level of importance (if no order is required) and they would like to see more permissions,
for example storage and SMS. Also, they would like the ability to deselect their choice and not
have to clear everything.
In the overview, they found everything to be understandable but they wanted the selection of
friendly, unfriendly and uncategorized lists to be more visible so that they can understand,
which list they are currently on. Also, a brief note explaining what its category is would be
preferable.
In the evaluation of the applications, every question was found to be significant and the
average number of questions, which they would comfortably answer, to be around 10. In
addition, many of them knew the issues presented, but they were interested in the app
nevertheless and the ones that did know all the issues were intrigued to find out more.
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In conclusion, they are motivated to help this crowdsourcing platform, in order to raise the
public’s awareness for privacy. On the other hand, they would like a little explanation
regarding each permission, so that the regular user could understand what each permission
entails.

4.2 Browser Add-on
4.2.1 Description of users’ evaluation process
Two types of user groups were selected for the initial validation and evaluation of the Browser Addon. The first focus group was comprised of regular users, who did not have any special knowledge in
privacy, security or other computer domains, but use smartphone applications and websites on a
regular basis.
The second type of focus group comprised of experts especially from the industry domain, having indepth knowledge about computer networks, privacy and security. For our analysis, we formed three
technical focus groups.
The presentation and users’ guide for the Browser Add-on is available in Appendix A.3.
After presenting the basic operation of the Add-on, we focused on the “evaluation tab”, as well as
what the term “evaluation” means for the end-users:





What do you expect to see under “user evaluation” and “system evaluation?”
Ideas on what to have under “user evaluation”.
Ideas on what to have under “system evaluation”.
Is the language and the labels understandable?

Next, we considered aspects related to the UPRAAM questionnaire:









Mark each question for its importance of privacy for site.
Which parts did not make sense to you?
What is the minimum / maximum number of questions appropriate for you?
Do you feel a little more informed about privacy issues after reading and reflecting on the
questions? Why/why not?
Did you know about all the issues concerning the data protection (for example, information to
be given to the user by the controller– rights)?
Do you think that these questions may make you more interested in privacy issues? How so?
Do you think that this questionnaire will make you think more about your own online
presence? (With regards to privacy) Why/why not?
Do you feel that the questions are useful in order to assess your online privacy risk? Why/why
not?

Then, we investigated the dropdown button, where each participant proposed additional
functionalities that could be potentially implemented.
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Similarly, the end-users were requested about providing ideas for further improvements or changes,
as well as whether they were interested in browsing using such an add-on for privacy enabling
purposes.

4.2.2 Outcomes of users’ evaluation process
For the regular users the Browser Add-on was a nice experience and made them think more about
privacy. In more detail:














Most of them have already installed and actually used more than one browser add-on.
However, none of them has installed any browser add-on related to security or/and privacy.
The most well-known add-ons were related to e-commerce (e.g., for monitoring pricing
fluctuations in Amazon, social networks (e.g., for sharing links on multiple social media
channels at one time, such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc.), multimedia (e.g., for
downloading music / videos from content providers, such as YouTube), well-known
applications (e.g., Google translate), or other tools (e.g., for capturing desktop screenshots /
videos), etc.
Although none of the regular end-users has actually used a privacy-related add-on, the
majority of them expressed their privacy concerns, highlighting that it is an important aspect
for them, which should be further considered. Moreover, they expressed their willingness to
investigate such aspects in order to follow the recent trends for security awareness.
Regarding the PrivacyFlag browser add-on, the majority of users were satisfied with the GUI,
highlighting his friendliness and simplicity.
One suggestion from a few end-users was to make the arising window of the add-on a little bit
smaller.
There was some discussion about the semantics of the PrivacyFlag browser add-on. Since,
most of them lacked of the necessary technical background, they were not all persuaded about
how accurate the provided information is.
The regular users find difficulties in realising how the evaluation tab actually works. Some of
them suggested including more questions, while some of them could not easily answer all the
requested ones. This is somehow linked to the previous bullet, since the users did not fully
understand how the browser add-on actually works.
Most of the users suggested to be given more detailed information about his privacy in a given
website, instead of having a privacy friendly / unfriendly website.
A short fraction of end-users asked for potential figures with the main insights regarding the
privacy status of each website.
Regarding the dropdown menu, most of the users liked the chart that the add-on presents.
Again, most of them suggested to enrich such a menu (e.g. more information depicted in
figures, etc.).

Regarding the expert users, their responses illustrated that the Browser Add-on was interesting and
quite motivating for them. In more detail:


All the involved participants in this focus group actually use browser add-ons. Apart from the
regular ones, as the aforementioned ones (e.g., e-commerce, social networks, multimedia, or
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other tools, etc.), some of them had installed add-ons related to privacy and security. The most
widely adopted ones were for blocking banner or pop-up adds, for disabling scripts from
running on pages without the user specifically adding them to an allow list, anti-tracking and
anti-cookie extensions (e.g., Do Not Track Me), anonymous browsing via encrypted networks
(e.g., Tor), etc. Although, the participants did not actually use all the aforementioned add-ons,
they were aware of almost all of that.
Similarly to the regular users, the expert ones were concerned about privacy within Internet,
however most of them were partially satisfied due to the use of privacy-related add-ons. They
concerns were mainly focused on web trackers and third parties, since most of them have
realised several times personalised advertisements, based on their historical browsing data
(e.g., after visiting a music website, similar advertisements related to this kind of music were
appeared in different social networking webpages).
Another aspect highlighted by some experts, was the fact that they have identified several
times price discrimination issues, especially in webpages related to tourism (e.g., two users,
who were living in different European countries, were seeking to book a room via the same
website at the same time, and they realised that the announced prices were different for each
user).
The expert users found no difficulty in using the PrivacyFlag add-on, and they found it friendly
and simple.
Some users highlighted that the colour of the add-on is neutral and soft, as well as there is a
limited number of buttons, which makes easier for the users to actually use it.
A few users suggested that the corresponding window which shows the name of the visited
website could be a little bit smaller, as well as the evaluation button.
Another suggestion was to group the requested questions in wider domains.
One user proposed changing the name of the “Evaluation” tab, since he was expecting to
provide further evaluation results, while the core privacy evaluation (friendly/unfriendly, etc.)
is provided in the “Overview” tab.
Some of the expert users asked more information about the semantics behind the browser
add-on. It was suggested that the browser add-on outputs could be produced based on more
complex information.
For most of the expert participants it was straightforward that the evaluation tab will be
focused on a scoring system for the website a user browses. Regarding what it will actually
provide and how it works, but most of them were concerned since they could not be aware of
which scientific criteria are actually used.
A noticeable suggestion is to be provided more information than identifying whether the
visited website is privacy friendly/unfriendly.
A quite interesting suggestion was to extend the browser add-on functionalities by supporting
comparison among similar substitute websites (e.g., news agencies, sports / betting websites,
etc.), in order to identify whether a website is safer than another.
Last but not least, there was a debate about whether incentive mechanisms for contributing
in such a crowdsourcing platform should be provided or not. Some users supported that since
the add-on already notifies whether the website is privacy friendly (or not), there is no
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incentive the users to provide feedback via the arising questions in the “Evaluation” tab. On
the other hand, some expert users claimed that considering answering at first the
aforementioned questions as a prerequisite could potentially limit the adoption of the browser
add-on.

4.3 IoT development and privacy
4.3.1 Description of users’ evaluation process
The participants of the IoT tool focus group study were from Sweden and were selected through the
LTU living lab database and from a public announcement to the university web site. We gathered
respondents who showed interest and made sure that we had a maximum variation for the variables
to avoid bias caused from a specific demographic. For this reason, we selected participants with variety
of interests such as education, gender, ethnicity and computer literacy. A total of 16 participants were
invited to the focus groups of which 13 were average users and 3 were experts in the field of IoT from
the industry. In return, LTU gave them a gift card of value 150SEK.
Since at the time of conducting user evaluations, the IoT evaluation tool was under development, we
aimed for two goals: i) to evaluate the UPRAAM questions, and; ii) to facilitate a discussion where
participants would give us ideas to better design and develop the PF IoT evaluation tool. The
presentation for the IoT deployment and privacy focus groups is available in Appendix A.4.
At the beginning of the focus groups, we made a brief overview of the Privacy Flag project and the
main tools that are currently under deployment. In particular, for the IoT case, we asked the
participants to tell us about what they know about IoT, sensors, smart cities, smart homes, as well as
provide some examples. We also asked several questions, such as:





How do/will you feel about sensors collecting data about you?
Do you feel comfortable that audio/video is collected from you when you are out?
Would you feel comfortable that your movement is detected to determine presence in a
building – movement sensors?
What do you think about privacy for all of the above?

The next step was to introduce the PF IoT privacy assessment. The assessment process included
questions about the IoT devices, as what it means to users and their online privacy. Below, we present
a subset of the questions posed:







Mark each question for its importance of privacy for sensor, IoT device
Which parts did not make sense to you?
What is the minimum / maximum number of questions appropriate for you?
Do you feel a little more informed about privacy issues after reading and reflecting on the
questions? Why/why not?
Did you know about all the issues concerning the data protection (for example, information to
be given to the user by the controller– rights)?
Do you think that these questions may make you more interested in privacy issues? How so?
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Do you think that this questionnaire will make you think more regarding your own online
presence? (w.r.t. privacy) Why/why not?
Do you feel that the questions are useful in order to assess your online privacy risk? Why/why
not?

The conclusions part included discussion and recommendations from end-user perspective:






Give suggestions on how to find a device.
Give suggestions on what motivates you to contribute to this crowdsourcing platform.
Give suggestions on what sorts of information you would like to see for a device like risks,
scores, etc.
Do you think you are more aware of privacy issues after this discussion?
Ideas of improvements or changes.

4.3.2 Outcomes of users’ evaluation process
The focus groups started with a general discussion over awareness of IoT enabled devices existing in
our surroundings. The awareness level was different in general. Some were more aware of IoT devices
like in their homes, work environment and smart cities. Some only sufficed to mention cameras and
their smart phones as examples of IoT devices. For this regard, PF platform was seen relevance in a
sense that it can awaken its users regarding the IoT devices that collect information from them in a
seamless way. One interesting finding which need to be integrated into the platform is finding ways to
raise awareness regarding the IoT devices that deem risky towards privacy of end-users. Such
approaches could be to alert users based on their setting for example passing a recording camera or a
voice enabled sensor. Some participants suggested to have a comparison utility for different devices
based on PF evaluation score. The quality of the PF IoT evaluation tool for awareness can only increase
if PF can be developed to account for the different information needs required by different types of
users in different situations. Since not everyone will have the same needs, we need a layered approach
where more information is given if it is required.
The main concern regarding the IoT enabled devices are that the type of information gathered and
their use is very vague among the participants and they demanded to know more about these issues.
The issue became more apparent when they discussed about the devices that are brought into their
private lives such as smart TVs and smart home appliances. These devices are considered as more
privacy intrusive since they can record and send the information of very private maters over the
internet. PF platform was regarded as useful tool to get more information about. Although almost
everyone (average users) thought that the functionality of a device is preferred over the privacy issues,
they stated that some IoT devices are better checked against their collection and use of information
before bought. For example, all agreed that a device which can connect to the internet needs to be
checked before allowed for a kid to play with it, e.g. an internet enabled doll. There is a need that
highlights the importance of collection and use of gathered information from IoT devices. In this vein,
PF platform need to take into account giving information to its users through variety of states where
IoT devices collect and use the information.
Many raised their concerns over trusting of the gathered crowd input. Although they find
crowdsourcing of information security/privacy solutions helpful, they wanted to have some
assentation via security experts. Therefore, they did not want to only rely on the crowd’s contribution
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and input from Internet security/privacy experts were regarded as complementary to the crowd’s
conclusion. The main reason for the need of expert evaluations were to gain more trust not only to
the platform but also to make sure that casual contributors are also trustable. Some participants were
enthusiastic towards the security/privacy topic and some were not.
We found that it is important to appreciate different user types and make the platform in a way that
facilitates contributions from a wide range of interests. As also argued by the experts, combination of
contributors play an important role in making reliable evaluations.
Within the focus group sessions, we also evaluated the UPRAAM questionnaires related to the IoT
devices. In more detail:














There is a need to facilitate the identification of IoT devices. For fixed-placed devices, a map
deems suitable but for movable devices like smart TVs the device model identification could
be used.
Some questions are very hard to know the answer of, although the participants were
interested to get to know the answers. For this reason, some questions could be used only for
experts. It is also practical to forward the questions that users do not have answer of to the
expert evaluations. In this sense the questions that the users will really want to know the
answer of, becomes more valuable by both motivating the end users to use the systems as
well as making them more involved into more evaluations.
Some overly complicated legal jargons need to be toned down.
The number of questions were deemed to be high and the questionnaire need to be
shortened. A total of 5-10 questions has been considered to be suitable.
It was demanded that if certain IoT devices receive a lot of ambiguous answers like “I don’t
know”, the platform need to mark it for further investigation by possibly requesting from the
owners of the device or experts to provide input. This avoids mistrust because people assume
that if they do not know the answer to certain questions, which the answer is hard to know,
then they tend not to rely on the crowd’s score.
Some useful information about some IoT devices (e.g. if information is recorded in a server or
local) are available in a device manual. This information could be added as extra information
about a device to facilitate the evaluation of the device or to justify the privacy score.
UPRAAM questions regarding some IoT devices could only be answered only by the people to
have access to the device like questions about the granularity of the images, sound and video.
In this regard, those questions can only be asked from the people who actually have access to
the data.
There have been concerns about trusting crowd’s answers to the questions. As discussed
earlier, this trust can be strengthened by comparing the crowd result with the expert
evaluations and account for situation where the mismatch exists.

All in all, the participants appreciated the idea behind the IoT evaluation tool. More interestingly, they
found the questionnaire relevant but it needs further modifications to be fine-tuned.
Moreover, the results of the focus groups have been communicated to T2.3 and T3.2 for further
investigation with the design and development of the IoT tool. The tool needs to be easy to use and to
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avoid overly complex language as much as possible. The crowdsourcing tool needs to make users more
aware of the collection and use of information and strive to gain end user trust.
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5 Conclusions
In this deliverable, we described the initial integration and testing plan for the individual modules as
well as the integrated Privacy Flag platform. We keep on coordinating, within the context of the Task
T5.1, the integration and testing of the Privacy Flag modules as described and delivered by WP4, with
the assistance of the partners who develop the corresponding modules. This plan is refined by taking
as a basis the initial plan presented in D5.1, in Y1. This deliverable is more detailed as the actual module
and functionalities are available.
Each partner performed the tests described in this deliverable and took the corresponding corrective
measures for the raised issues. Refinements of the tests as well as their results will be continuously
considered in order to be documented in final form in Deliverable D5.3.
Furthermore, as part of the Task 5.2, the current document is enriched since it does not only focuses
upon the technical validation, but also considers end-user evaluation of the current version of the
implemented tools. Two types of users groups were selected for the initial validation and evaluation
of the Privacy Flag tools and, more specifically, the Privacy Flag Observatory, the Smartphone
Application, the Browser Add-on, as well as the IoT. The first category of the focus groups was
comprised of regular users, who did not have any special knowledge in privacy, security or other
computer domains, but use smartphone applications and websites on a regular basis. The second
category of the focus groups was comprised of experts from both industrial and academic domain,
having in-depth knowledge about computer networks, privacy, security and data mining.
Based on these focus groups we formed, we received useful feedback about the adoption of the
Privacy Flag tools, as well as potential updates that could be performed in order to further improve
them.
In D5.3 of Y3, we will perform a second round of iterations with end-users, in order to evaluate the
final integrated version of the implemented platform.
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Appendix
A.1 PF Observatory presentation and users’ guide for the
focus groups
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Users’ guide
The PrivacyFlag Observatory [22] is a centralized platform for providing information regarding web
privacy threats. The aim of the PF Observatory is to present to stakeholders, security experts and EU
citizens a clear view of the current state of the adoption of web privacy enhancement technologies.
Each time a PF user visits a website the distributed agents running on the PF Add-on and the PF Server
perform a number of automatic check based on the Top25 Threat Matrix created by the PF Project and
identify possible sources of data leakage risks. The findings of the Top25 Threat Matrix analysis are
stored anonymously in the PF DataBase for further evaluation. The total trends of the privacy
technologies are visualized in the PF Observatory microsite and are available to any interested party.
The significant advantages of the PF Observatory is that is based on real – live anonymous
crowdsourced data extracted from PF users and therefore is much more accurate than existing
alternatives based on static web indexes or synthetic web crawlers. The PF Observatory can help
identify the progress on the enablement of secure cryptographic algorithms and privacy protection
mechanisms. The PF Observatory can also pinpoint obsolete and insecure web technologies that are
still in use.
The user is able to focus on any type of a particular threat and observe its historical development
during the past months/days/hours. Some of the results are in absolute numbers indicating the total
amount of data that the PrivacyPlatform has processed but others are averages or rates. The first are
more suitable for scientists and power users for the evaluation of the PrivacyPlatform adoption in
general. The averages and rates are useful to any technological savvy user as it can help to identify
possible outliers and general trends. For example, the PrivacyFlag Observatory may provide figures
depicting the average cookies per site. If a specific site has much more cookies than expected given
the recorded averages, that site can be identified as an outlier and should be further investigated. An
enormous number of cookies should be possible considered a privacy threat unless a valid reason is
presented. Another example is enabling the user to check the progress of the adoption of good
encryption practices. The initiative “Let’s Encrypt!” among other promotes a fully encrypted WWW as
the best mean to ensure the privacy of web users. As more web sites provide encrypted
communications from devices to web servers, the better protected are the users against malicious
interception of their data. Therefore, a user might evaluate whether a site of his/her interest conforms
with best security standards. The PrivacyFlag Observatory could depict the percentages of sites which
still use obsolete web technologies that over the years have been proven the source of many attacks.
These technologies are by most standards considered deprecated and should be replaced by newer
more rigid web frameworks. Overall the PF Observatory is an informative site aiming to provide a
holistic overview of the threat landscape to anyone. A short description in non-technical language will
try to explain each graph to all users. PF Observatory will also act as central reference point to check
the progress towards a more secure and privacy aware web.
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A.2 Smartphone App presentation for the focus groups
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Users’ guide
Required steps for the installation:




Download the corresponding apk file and store it in your mobile phone.
In the smartphone navigate to Settings -> Security and make user the Unknown sources option
is enabled.
Open the apk file you have downloaded and the application will install.

Figure A-1: Demo for Smartphone App installation

Required steps for using the smartphone application:
1. Open the Privacy Flag application.
2. Answer the first questions providing your preferences.
3. Navigate through the main screens.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Click on an application name.
Check the results.
Click the provide evaluation button.
Answer the questions and click submit.
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A.3 Browser add-on presentation for the focus groups
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Users’ guide
Required steps for the installation:






Download and unzip the add-on file.
In Chrome, open the extension menu.
From the menu select the developer mode (top right button).
Select Load unpacked extensions.
From the menu select the previous unzipped folder.

Figure A-2: Demo for Add-on installation

Required steps for using the browser add-on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visit a website.
Check the icon of the add-on to see a first evaluation of the website.
Open the popup menu to see more info on the website.
Click the evaluate button.
Answer the questions and click submit.
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A.4 IoT deployment presentation for the focus groups
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A.5 The FormIT Process
The FormIT process is a spiral in which the focus and shape of the design becomes clearer, while the
attention of the evaluation broadens from a focus on concepts and usability aspects to a holistic view
on the use of the system.
In the FormIT process there are three iterative cycles:




Concept design cycle;
Prototype design cycle, and;
Innovation design cycle.

and in each cycle, there are three phases:





Explore
Create
Implement
Evaluate

Besides these three cycles, two additional phases are included in the process. The first is planning, seen
in the lower part of the figure, and the second is commercialisation, which is visible in the upper part
of the figure.

Cycle 1. Concept Design
The first cycle of FormIT, concept design focus on designing concepts that gives the foundation for
future design of the Innovation. This phase is built on the exploration and on generating the basic
needs that different stakeholders have of the system.
This cycle should end up in a concept, which represents the generated needs from the first step in the
cycle.
The process of the concept design phase starts by exploring which included:




define the scope for the process.
the target-user group and their important characteristics.
where these users can be found and their role in the user involvement process.

The needs in focus here are the needs that motivate the users to buy and use an IT system, i.e., what
triggers their motivation. This process is supported by obtaining a rich picture of different stakeholders
and user groups, their behaviour, attitudes, and values by letting the users tell stories about their lives.

Phase 1 – Explore
The aim of this phase is to gain insights into what needs users might have of the innovation in focus in
the situation that the projects strives to contribute to. This process can be combined with the
evaluation phase in later stages in the innovation process, but at the start of the project it is crucial
that this process is a separate process to ensure that user needs is the driving force of the development
of the design throughout the whole innovation process. We suggest using focus-group interviews as
method for data-collection since they are easy and effective. In these groups, the process benefits
from a mixture of roles: i.e., users, developers, business people and so forth.
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In this phase, the following issues and questions needs to be managed and decided to start with before
designing the process as a whole.




What is the purpose of the explore phase in the project? What do you want to achieve?
Who are the target user-groups that need to be involved in this process? How should they be
involved? What are the users expected to contribute with?
Which needs, requirements and wants does the users have or express in the study?

Phase 2 – Create and Implement
The aim of the concept design phase is to develop concepts or rough prototypes based on the
constructed needs from the former phase. The concepts need to be detailed enough for the user to
understand the basic objective with the functions of the innovation.
During this process, it is important to keep the five key principles in mind and to consider how, for
example, value can be created for the users, how openness should take form, how the users can
influence the process, how the process should be designed to capture as realistic situation as possible
and how sustainability take form in this phase.
Questions that need to be discussed among project partners in the concept design phase are, for
example:


Which user expression(s) (such as needs, requirements, desires etc.) are most relevant in
relation to the purpose of the project?

Use methods and tools to support the creative process of creating new concept ideas. These methods
can be, for example: Future Workshops, Brainstorming, Method 365, Experience Prototyping,
Innovation by Boundary Shifting, or other informal techniques to remove fixations.


The main objective is to look beyond the immediate vision that comes to mind and to do that
with the users’ expressions in focus. Aim to develop different concept ideas.

Document and design the concepts:



Decide on what level the concept should be described to illustrate and transfer users’ needs.
Use methods such as Scenarios, Mock-Ups, Storyboards, Films, Visual Narratives to document
the concepts.

Iterate in the process to make the concepts more detailed.

Phase 3 – Evaluate Utility and Usefulness
In this phase, the focus is to encourage users to express their thoughts and attitudes towards the
concepts being developed from the basis of their needs of the service. This is combined with the aim
to identify new and unexplored needs users might have or needs that are modified in some way.
Concept evaluations should be iterated until the concepts answer to relevant user needs in satisfying
manner and no new insights about users’ needs can be identified. The aim of the concept evaluation
is to identify how the concepts should be related and refined to answer to the needs that have been
identified in previous inquiries. When dealing with innovations it is important to keep in mind that it
can sometimes take years for an innovation to have an actual impact. What is most important is to
learn from failures to ensure that the same mistake is only done once.
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During this process it is important to keep the five key principles in mind and to consider how, for
example, value can be created for the users, how openness should take form, how the users can
influence the process, how the process should be designed to capture as realistic situation as possible
and how sustainability take form in this phase.
Issues that need to be discussed among project partners in this phase are listed below:




What is the approach and purpose for the evaluation? What results can be expected?
What is the main question that needs to be answered?
How are the identified needs and/or requirements reflected in the concept?

Looking at the three cycles described in detail within previous chapter, cycles two and three demands
a prototype and innovation to be already in place. Since at the current state of the project, the backend
is not yet functional, therefore in this report we will only focus on the first phase which is concept
design.
Moving into the first cycle we focus on utility and usefulness. In PF, we do this cycle in two iterations.
First, we worked internally with need-finding and design of concepts during the start-up of the project.
Results from this have been outlined in D1.1, D1.2, D3.2 and D5.1. Current report will focus on the
second iteration which is evaluating the concepts.

Cycle 2. Prototype Design
The second cycle, prototype design, starts with the process of identifying stakeholders’ needs in the
service. That is,


when using a service, what needs are then important for the users?

As in the first iteration, this is done through a variety of data gathering methods, such as interviews
and observations.

Figure A-3: Prototype design process

One way of doing this is to keep the concept design, with key needs related to it, visible for the users
during the data collection activities, so it is possible to relate to these during the discussions. When
the data collection no longer generates new insights and findings, the focus again shifts to the design
phase. However, in the second cycle the design of the system broadens to include basic functions,
work flows, and interfaces.
The prototype that has been designed in this cycle needs to be detailed enough for the users to
understand and be able to experience how the final service will look and feel. This leads to the
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evaluation that is centred on usability aspects in the second iteration. This includes questions and
analyses concerning:



how easy the service is to learn;
how effective and enjoyable it is to use, from the user’s perspective.

Hence, the evaluation is focused on INTERACTION between the user and the service. It is not limited
to the user interface, even though this plays an important role in how the user experiences the
interaction.

Phase 1 – Explore
The focus in this phase here is to find what needs etc., users have in the systems we are aiming to
design. This means that we want to find the basis for the design of the systems interface, and its
functionality. The overall purpose is to collect sufficient, relevant, and proper data so that stable
requirements can be produced. You already have a picture of the requirements, but not enough, they
need to be expanded, clarified and confirmed. In this phase the following issues and questions needs
to be managed and decided. When the project includes several cycles, this phase is often combined
with the evaluation phase in the previous cycle.





What is the purpose of the prototype? What situation does it aim to contribute to?
In which physical, social, technical and organisational context is it planned to be
implemented?
Decide which data-collection methods to use.
Which needs do the users have IN the system?

Phase 2 – Prototype Create and Implementation
The aim of the prototype design phase is to move from concepts (or low-fidelity prototypes) to highfidelity prototypes with a focus on users identified needs throughout the whole process. Using
prototypes has shown to be a useful aid in the discussions with stakeholders in the development
process, as well as inside the development team as for you. The main objective is to look beyond the
immediate vision that comes to mind and to do that with the users’ expressions in focus. Aim to come
up with different design solutions.
Issues that need to be discussed among the development team in the design phase are:




What is the overall purpose of the system to be designed? Discuss the user requirements
(needs, requirements, usability goal, user experience goals, values, etc.) that have been
identified and presented in the former process. Clearly express the underlying values
important to consider in the design.
Which hardware should the solution be designed for? (e.g. mobile phone, PC, surf pads, or
other gadgets)

Document and design the prototypes:


Decide on what level the prototypes must be described to express the feeling you want to
mediate.
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Constantly go through the design to make sure that the user requirements, needs and values have
been considered in the design. To evaluate the system before doing it with users, Heuristic Evaluation
can be used [10].
Iterate in the process to make the design more and more focused and detailed in their shaping.

Phase 3 – Usability Evaluation
In this phase, the focus is to encourage users to express their thoughts and attitudes towards the
design being developed from the basis of the needs in the developed system. Users want systems that
are easy to learn, effective, efficient, safe and satisfying, i.e. the systems usability and to achieve this,
the system needs to be evaluated with users.
Issues that need to be clarified among project stakeholders in this phase are for instance:




What is the purpose of the evaluation? (e.g., navigation issues, user satisfaction, graphical
design, efficiency, utility, learnability?)
Which evaluation method should be used? (e.g. think aloud, usability evaluation, field study,
logging, cognitive walkthrough, focus-groups)
Who is the typical user?

Carry out the evaluation
The analysis of the data from the evaluation should emphasis what went wrong as well as what needs
to (or must) be changed and modified in the next iteration.


How does the design answer to the requirements, needs and values the prototype has been
designed for? How can it be redesigned to better fulfil the needs?

Present the findings from the evaluation in an evaluation report including users’ comments, design
suggestions.

Cycle 3. Innovation Design
The third cycle, Innovation design, starts by analysing the results from the usability evaluation to
generate changes in the needs and in the service.
Small changes and adjustments in the needs are quite common, especially in relation to the needs in
the service, as the system develops and users’ understanding of structure, content, workflow, and
interface deepens. Based on these changes, changes in the design of the innovation also take place, as
well as general development work to finalise the service as a whole. User experiences goals can be
both positive and negative, for example enjoyable or frustrating. They are primarily subjective qualities
and concern how an innovation feels to a user and differ from more objective usability goals in that
they are concerned with how users experience an innovation from their perspective, rather than
assessing how useful or productive an innovation is from its own perspective [10].
During this cycle, it is important to keep the five key principles in mind and to consider how, for
example, value can be created for the users, how openness should take form, how the users can
influence the process, how the process should be designed to capture as realistic situation as possible
and how sustainability take form in this phase.
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Phase 1 – Explore
The aim of this phase is to gain insights into what needs users might have both of and in the service.
As in earlier phases, the questions that need to be answered are focused on identifying who the users
are, etc. This process needs to be combined with the evaluation phase in previous cycles in the process,
for guidance see cycle one and two to support the design of the explore phase. This means that
questions regarding both utility and usability issues needs to be formulated and asked to the users. In
this phase, users can use the prototype before conducting the evaluation in cycle two.

Phase 2 – Create and Implement the Final System
The aim of this design phase is to move from a high-fidelity prototype with a focus on users identified
needs to an innovation. This means to include both business model aspects as well as designing a fully
functioning innovation. The main objective is to re-design the innovation according to feedback gained
in earlier phases.

Phase 3 – User Experience Evaluation
In this phase, the focus is to encourage users to express their thoughts and attitudes towards the
design from the basis of the needs of and in the developed innovation. User experiences goals can be
both positive and negative, for example enjoyable or frustrating. They are primarily subjective qualities
and are concerned with how an innovation feels, or are experienced, by a user. User experience goals
differ from the more objective usability goals in that they are concerned with how users experience an
innovation from their perspective. Issues that need to be clarified before a user experience evaluation
starts are listed below:



What is the purpose of the evaluation? What do you want to achieve?
How can we encourage and stimulate users to use the innovation during the test period?

Develop a “test-storyline” to support the users in their test showing what is expected from them:







Activities they must do, for example, number of surveys, typical tasks, use of certain
functionality, etc.
Activities they can expect from us.
Frequency of use.
Test-period, for how long will the test pro-long.
Time required from them.
Are there any ethical considerations that need to be handled?

Create questions or other material for the evaluation focusing on what should be. At this stage –
develop questions based on the users identified needs, requirements and values in the innovation and
relate them to experiences.
Carry out the evaluation


How does the innovation answer to the requirements, needs and values the system has been
designed for? Which improvements are needed to better fulfil the needs?

The analysis of the data from the evaluation should emphasis what went wrong as well as what needs
to (or must) be changed and modified in the next iteration.
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Present the findings from the evaluation in an evaluation report including users’ comments, design
suggestions.

Commercialization
The commercialisation phase can be viewed as a separate project in which the aim is to introduce the
innovation to a potential buyer and assess its potential on the market. However, the commercialisation
phase is not described in this deliverable.
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